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Furthermore in the second paper, Mohammad Ali 
outlines the establishment of reliable rules through the 
use of deduction logic method to provide a method of 
distinguishing functions and process. As a result, the pro-
posed fl owchart to distinguish types of concept in terms 
of meaning and usage has been used to make explicit ex-
ternal mechanisms such as context and perspectives so 
as to build more consistent understanding of the rela-
tionships between our thoughts and how things actually 
work. 

Th e third paper, written by Chi-Sung In, In-Il Nam-
kung, and Chang-Taek Hyun, provide the construction-
oriented integrated-function analysis with the function 
integration (FI) and hierarchical value engineering con-
cept modules (HVECM) technique, which can be se-
quentially adapted as the defi nable features of functions. 
Th ey argue that the results of the analysis centered on FI 
can be used to maintain the continuity of the idea cre-
ation phase linked by function analysis in the VE work-
shop project. 

James R. Vickers, Karen J. Gawron, and Connie 
Cobo examine the use of a System Engineering approach 
to Value Engineering Change Proposals (VECP) that 
takes into account the eff ect of changes to a total system; 
thus any negative eff ects of the VECP can be neutral-
ized and may result in increased savings and performance 
for the entire system. In this paper, the Raytheon Missile 
Systems is discussed as a case study.

Th e last paper in this edition, written by Maila Her-
rala, Pekka Leviäkangas, and Harri Haapasalo, discusses 
the information value attributes and assessment meth-
ods from a traffi  c and traveller information perspective. 
Th ey off er a framework of attributes that contribute to 
information value and introduce applicable methods to 
valuate information. Th e framework consisted of seven 
attributes (accessibility, contents, availability, timeliness, 
validity, eff ectiveness and cost) divided further into a 

First of all, on behalf of the editorial committee, I 
wish all SAVE International members and our Value 
World readers a very happy, healthy and prosperous New World readers a very happy, healthy and prosperous New World
Year, although the current outlook in 2009 is highly un-
certain due to global recession. Negative economic fac-
tors aff ecting the global industry in recent times have led 
us to align our priorities to new strategies; to assist us ef-
fectively respond to the current crisis and to fi nd creative 
and innovative ways of delivering our projects or product 
as planned.

For the spring issue, the theme on “Managing In-
novation Indicators using Value Engineering Method” is 
chosen to harmonize information and knowledge from 
various literature studies and industrial applications to 
spur the growth of a new wave of innovation. Identifi ca-
tion of innovation indicators and the design a systematic 
framework have become necessary attributes to create 
value in the form of productivity, performance and com-
petitiveness.

Measuring innovation still remains an intricate task 
for reasons linked to the quality of available indicators 
and the diffi  culty of integrating those indicators. Th e 
better indicators are designed, the greater chance for us 
to identify potential areas for improvement, to inform 
views on the scale of potential effi  ciency savings in diff er-
ent aspects of studies and to generate new ideas on how 
to achieve the purpose of the designed system.

Innovation Frameworks
Th is issue of Value World presents fi ve selected papers Value World presents fi ve selected papers Value World

to stimulate a debate and to explore the various indica-
tors system employed in the context of innovation.

Th e fi rst paper written by Gongbong Lin emphasizes 
on the performance measurement for value management 
in construction industry. Th e use of proposed framework 
is designed to measure and monitor the key performance 
indicators (KPIs) of VM studies to ensure that the se-
lected outcomes are fully achieved. 

Managing Innovation Indicators in Value Engineering

EDITORIAL
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number of components. Th e valuation approaches and 
techniques were linked with each value attribute, so that 
likely applicable approaches and techniques can be iden-
tifi ed for each attribute.

I hope this edition of Value World conveys some new Value World conveys some new Value World
insights in the way we conduct our value methodology 
studies. I can be contacted at maberawi@eng.ui.ac.id and 
I will gladly accept and respond to any comment and 
enquiry you may have on the direction and content of 
Value World. Your valuable contribution and feedback are Value World. Your valuable contribution and feedback are Value World
important to the success of our journal as it will guide its 
future development.

With warmest regards from editorial desk,

Dr. M.A. Berawi
Faculty of Engineering
University of Indonesia

Jakarta 16424
Indonesia

Celebrate 50 Years of Value at SAVE 
International’s 2009 Annual Conference

Join SAVE International in the gala celebration of its 50th 
anniversary. The society’s 2009 annual conference will 
take place June 29 - July 2 at the Detroit Marriott at the 
Renaissance Center in Detroit, Michigan, USA.

Pre-conference Workshops
SAVE International offers seven pre-conference workshopsSAVE International offers seven pre-conference workshopsSAVE International of , 
ranging from introductory courses to advanced applications. 
These courses provide on-topic, continuing education 
opportunities that may be claimed toward certifi cation 
(or recertifi cation) for Value Methodology Practitioner and 
Certifi ed Value Specialist.

Expanded Technical Program
The 2009 technical program brings back the acclaimed 
Academic Track, which debuted in 2008, and showcases 
the achievements of SAVE International’s longtime affi liate, 
the Society for Japanese Value Engineering. Of course, the 
program features your favorite topical forums and a plethora 
of relevant, informational presentations addressing basics, 
information technology, manufacturing, construction, and 
sustainability, and other subjects.

All-Inclusive Registration
Your conference registration now includes all conference 
functions, including the popular Joint Social Event and the 
Government VM Conference. That’s right, for one price you 
receive admission to everything. Now that’s a great value! 
Conference details and online registration are on the SAVE 
International website: www.value-eng.org. Or call (937) 224-
7283 to request a conference brochure.

Show Your Support
Support SAVE International and be involved in the conference 
by way of purchasing an exhibit space and sponsorship. For 
around the cost of a conference registration, you can add 
an exhibit space. For a sponsorship of $1,000 or more, 
you will receive advertising benefi ts and an exhibit space. 
Be recognized as a VM leader and generous supporter of 
the professional association that works for you. Exhibit and 
sponsorship forms are available online (www.value-eng.org).
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Developing a Performance Measurement Framework for
Value Management Studies in Construction

Gongbo Lin

Abstract

Value management (VM) has been used in the construc-
tion industry to achieve better value for money for decades. If 
successfully conducted in the construction industry, the ben-
efi ts of a VM study include savings in project costs, clarify-
ing the client’s objectives, improved communication between 
stakeholders, and enhanced creativity through the interaction 
of the participants of the VM study etc. Th e realization of 
these benefi ts depends very much on the performance of the 
VM studies. Th e performance measurement of VM studies is, 
however, rarely conducted in practice, due to the lack of ap-
propriate and rigorous measurement framework for this pur-
pose. Th is is one of the serious problems hindering the wider 
use of VM in construction, because the client organizations 
need to be convinced of the claimed benefi ts, and be able to 
measure and monitor the performance of VM studies to en-
sure that these benefi ts are fully achieved.

Th e objective of this paper is to develop a performance 
measurement framework which can measure both the process-
es and outcomes of VM studies. A critical literature review is 
conducted to reveal the problems of the existing methods used 
to measure the performance of VM studies. Based on the lit-
erature review, 13 factors that have impact on the performance 
measurement in VM studies are identifi ed and a theoretical 
framework for measuring the performance of VM studies is 
developed. A questionnaire survey has been conducted to col-
lect the opinions of VM practitioners to identify the key per-
formance indicators (KPIs) of VM studies. After identifying 
the desired features for a proper performance measurement 
framework, a preliminary framework and a detailed frame-
work are developed and explained.

Keywords

Value management, performance measurement, construc-
tion

Introduction

Value Management (VM) has been used in the construc-
tion industry to achieve better value for money for decades. If 

implemented successfully, this group problem-solving meth-
odology can reduce costs while maintaining or improving per-
formance and quality requirements in a project (Shen et al. 
2005). Th e benefi ts of a successful VM study in construction 
include savings in project costs, clarifying the client’s objec-
tives, improved communication between stakeholders, and 
enhanced creativity through the interaction of the participants 
of the VM study (Shen and Chung 2002). Th e realization of 
these benefi ts depends very much on the performance of the 
VM studies. Th e performance measurement of VM studies is, 
however, rarely conducted in practice, due to the lack of ap-
propriate and rigorous measurement framework for this pur-
pose (Lin et al. 2004). Th is is one of the serious problems hin-
dering the wider use of VM in construction, because the client 
organizations need to be convinced of the claimed benefi ts, 
and be able to measure and monitor the performance of VM 
studies to ensure that these benefi ts are fully achieved.

Th is paper describes a research project which seeks to de-
velop a framework to measure the performance of VM studies 
properly, promptly and continuously. Following a critique of 
the strengths and weaknesses of existing performance mea-
surement frameworks, the establishment of a theoretical foun-
dation is discussed, and the identifi cation of KPIs by a ques-
tionnaire survey is explained. Finally, a preliminary framework 
and a detailed framework for measuring the processes and out-
comes of VM studies are introduced.

Literature review

Previous research on performance measurement 
of VM studies in construction.

Th e previous measurement on the performance of VM 
studies focused on the savings achieved by implementing the 
proposals of VM studies. Highway and transportation depart-
ments saved U.S. taxpayers $1 billion in 2000 by applying 
VM studies to construction projects. State transportation 
departments spent more than $6 million to administer VM 
programs and realized a return on investment of $121 for ev-
ery dollar spent (SAVE International 2006). Th ese amounts 
of savings were widely used to assess the success of the VM 
studies. Kelly and Male (1993) argued that the main concern 
when judging whether a VM study is successful is the percent-
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age of savings a study can achieve after investigating several 
VM studies in the construction industry in the United States. 

Merely focusing on cost reduction appears to be insuf-
fi cient when measuring the VM studies (Shen and Liu 2003; 
Lin et al. 2004). Th ere are a multitude of factors and char-
acteristics, including systematic process, multidisciplinary ap-
proach, function analysis and value improvement, that appear 
to have a infl uential eff ect on whether or not a VM study is 
successful (Norton and McElligott 1995; Palmer et al. 1996). 
Shen and Liu (2003) claimed that the size and complexity of 
the projects that are subjected to VM studies are continually 
increasing. Th erefore, as well as reducing costs, the purposes 
of implementing VM studies include clarify project objectives, 
improve communication between diff erent parts, enhance the 
function of project. 

Proper indicators are fundamental elements in develop-
ing a multi-criteria measurement framework. Based on the 
research of Male et al. (1998b) and Shen and Liu (2003), Lin 
et al. (2004) has developed a list of potential indicators which 
cover diff erent aspects of VM studies for the performance mea-
surement. Chang and Chen (2004) applied statistics method 
(Factor Analysis) and Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to 
analyze a questionnaire survey distributed to the experienced 
VM practitioners in Taiwan. Based on the data collected, they 
developed a model for performance measurement of VM stud-
ies which includes four sub-aspects and twenty three measure-
ment indicators. 

Th e identifi cation of the causal relationship between KPIs 
and critical success factors (CSFs) will help in measuring per-
formance (Chan et al. 2004). After a benchmarking study, 
Male et al. (1998a) highlighted 10 CSFs for VM. Shen and 
Liu (2003) reviewed the literature about factors aff ecting the 
success of VM studies and identifi ed 15 CSFs in four clusters: 
Value Management Team Requirements, Clients’ Infl uence, 
Facilitator Competence, and Relevant Department’s Impact. 
Th ey also evaluated the importance of these CSFs by survey-
ing experienced VM practitioners. 

The strengths and weaknesses of the existing 
frameworks

Although there are few frameworks specifi cally devel-
oped for VM studies in construction, plenty of frameworks 
and models have been developed to measure the performance 
of organizations and projects. Lessons could be learned from 
these frameworks to measure the performance of the VM stud-
ies. Th is sub-section discusses the strengths and weaknesses of 
several widely used frameworks or models in measuring the 
performance VM studies.

Th e Balanced Scorecard (BSC) has been an excellent con-
tribution to performance measurement (Neely et al. 2002). 
It provides a comprehensive view for the performance mea-

surement of organizations or projects since its birth (Kaplan 
and Norton 1992). However, the four perspectives of the BSC 
have been considered insuffi  cient by many researchers (Neely 
et al. 2002; Kagioglou et al. 2001). Th e four perspectives ap-
pear to be especially limited when measuring various kinds 
of VM studies. Th e time required for the implementation 
of BSC lasts for months or even years. It is not suitable for 
VM studies which end in a few days. BSC focuses on strategy 
perspectives so that it is developed at a strategic level rather 
than operational level (Kagioglou et al. 2001). It is ineffi  cient 
to develop a specifi c BSC system for a specifi c VM study.

Th e European Foundation for Quality Management 
(EFQM) and Baldrige models which derived from quality 
management has gained much popularity in the fi eld of perfor-
mance measurement. For instance, the EFQM model provides 
a perspective to integrate result areas (lagging indicators) and 
organization areas (leading indicators) in one model, which 
can be adopted when measuring the performance of a VM 
study (EFQM 2003). Th e criteria of the EFQM model are 
fi xed because of the similarity of organizational performance. 
Th is feature limits fl exibility when measuring VM studies that 
are diff erent from each other. 

Construction best practice program (CBPP) developed a 
KPI framework at late 1990s, which is now used by many Eu-
ropean construction organizations, providing a tool to bench-
mark activities both at an organizational level and at a project 
level (KPI Working Group, 2000). Th e KPI framework has 
also been considered problematic by some researchers. Neely 
et al. (2002) fi gured out that benchmarking activities are for 
short-term improvement initiatives. Moreover, the KPI frame-
work gives no explanation of the cause and eff ect between best 
practices and project processes. Considering these problems 
and the uniqueness of VM studies, the benchmarking method 
is not suitable in the context of VM. However, benchmark-
ing method could be implemented to collect and compare the 
historical data for identifying the best practices and industrial 
standards.

The gaps between the existing frameworks and 
desired framework

Major barriers to using the existing measurement frame-
works have been identifi ed (Bititci and Carrie 1998; Neely 
et al. 2002). Many existing performance measurement tools 
use historical data, as a result, they actually measure the past 
performance, and there is a lack of immediacy between mea-
surement and improvements. Th ese tools often require cum-
bersome and time-consuming procedures of data collection, 
sorting, maintenance, and reporting. Th e value and usefulness 
of these tools have been seriously undermined because of the 
short durations of the VM studies. Th ere is also a lack of ap-
propriate models to eff ectively take into consideration the non-
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fi nancial and less tangible 
factors in relation to the 
processes of the VM 
studies. 

Th e investigation in 
performance measure-
ment is far from enough 
to meet the management 
requirements. Each VM 
study is unique accord-
ing to the uniqueness of 
the target project, which 
calls for a fl exible mea-
surement. Meanwhile, 
the measurement frame-
work should be prompt 
and cost-effi  cient be-
cause of the time and 
resources limitation of 
VM studies. Th e exist-
ing literature shows that 
diff erent researchers (SAVE International 2006; Male et al. 
1998b; Palmer et al. 1996) embrace diff erent concepts on the 
performance measurement of VM studies. Th ere is no such 
a measurement framework which aggregates the features like 
fl exibility, promptness and economy without reducing the ac-
curacy of the measurement in the VM literature. Actually, no 
rigorous performance measurement framework has been de-
veloped specifi cally for the VM studies.

 Development of a theoretical framework
Shen et al. (2005) has identifi ed thirteen major factors in 

the theoretical foundation of the performance measurement 
framework. Th ey are:

Projects
Clients    
Facilitator
Participants    
Team and team dynamics
Techniques used in VM studies
Time and venue of VM studies
Process of VM studies
Types of VM studies
Critical Success Factors (CSFs)
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
Post Occupancy Evaluation (POE)
Post Project Evaluation (PPE)

A thorough review and investigation on these factors will 
serve as the foundation of selecting indicators, making the in-
dicators reasonable and invulnerable. 

Figure 1 portrays a theoretical framework for performance 















measurement of VM studies and shows how the factors relate 
to one another. Th e facilitator, client and participants consti-
tute the human resources of VM studies. Participants from 
relevant disciplines and client representatives form the team 
which is facilitated by the facilitator in the process of VM 
studies. A positive team dynamic is expected to add value to 
the project. Th ese human resources, as well as the duration, 
venue, and the techniques used in VM studies are seen as the 
inputs which may aff ect the performance of VM studies.

A VM study is a systematic approach which consists of 
a pre-workshop, a six-phase workshop and a post-workshop. 
Each phase requires the input of previous phases and yields 
output for the subsequent phases. Th e performance of each 
phase could be measured and integrated to form the process 
performance of VM studies. Th e whole process of a VM study 
is integrated into the project management process to add value 
to the project.

Measuring the performance of a VM study will stem from 
the objectives of the study. Each objective should be linked to 
one or more CSFs which are identifi ed according to the inputs 
and processes of the VM study. Each CSF should have a few 
KPIs that can be measured and quantifi ed. Th e outcomes of 
the VM study will include issues such as the quality of deci-
sions, the time to reach decisions, and the satisfaction with the 
outcomes, which will also be linked with relevant KPIs.

Th e KPIs with their relevant weightings make up the core 
of the measurement framework. Th e feedback of the measure-
ment could be used to improve the performance of the VM 
study and guide the following VM activities. Results from 
POE or PPE could be used as an addition to measure the per-
formance of VM studies, though they may be infl uenced by 

4

may be influenced by many internal or external factors of the project. On the other hand, these results could be 
used to demonstrate the usefulness of VM studies. 

Figure 1 Theoretical framework for performance measurement of VM studies  
[Source: Shen et al. (2005)] 

Identification of the KPIs of VM studies 
Questionnaire design 
The questionnaire survey is used to identify the KPIs of the measurement framework in this research by asking 
VM experts all over the world to rate the importance of each potential indicator. The reason for selecting a 
questionnaire to identify the KPIs is because this method could collect more data for analysis which makes the 
findings more objective. By the collection of a number of data relating to the importance of the indicators from 
the questionnaire survey, it is possible to conduct a factor analysis to investigate the interrelationship of these 
KPIs. 

The respondent was required to tick the weighting of each potential indicator on a scale ranging from: (0) 
useless; (1) least important; (2) slightly important; (3) somewhat important; (4) important; and (5) very 
important. Open questions are given in the questionnaire to collect the indicators which are considered to be 
important by the respondents but not included in the potential indicators. The questionnaire also contains 
questions on the background of the survey respondents. 

The questionnaire was sent to 285 VM practitioners. Qualified VM facilitators, architects, engineers, surveyors, 
consultants and government officers were carefully selected from the list of delegates attending the international 
conferences on VM hosted by SAVE International and The Hong Kong Institute of Value Management from 
2005 to 2007, and were found by searching the lists of delegates. These experts are either VM clients or 
practitioners who are active in the construction industry, which ensures that the indicators identified focus on 
VM studies in construction. This method has been used by Shen and Liu (2003) and was shown to be reliable 

Identification of KPIs 
Considered to be the most important component of the questionnaire survey, this section asked respondents to 
weigh each potential performance indicator related to one of the processes of VM studies in the list. The mean 
value and standard deviation for the 47 indicators are detailed in Table 6.3. The mean values range from 4.58 for 
i10: Clients’ support, to 2.44 for i27: Average number of ideas generated by each participants. The mean value 
for all indicators listed in the questionnaire is 3.70 indicating that the respondents weighted the indicators on 
average as important. There are 18 indicators that have means higher than the four which means they are 
considered to be extremely important according to the responses. 

Time and venue 

Techniques

Facilitator 

Client Participants 

Team dynamic 

Pre-workshop 

Post-workshop 

Information Creativity 

Evaluation

Analysis 

Development Presentation Project 

CSFs KPIs Measurement
framework 

Feedback 
Outcomes 

POE 

VM Studies 

PPE

Figure 1. Theoretical framework for performance measurement of VM studies [Source: Shen et al. 
(2005)]
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Num. KPIs Means StDev
i10 Client’s support 4.58 0.73
i45 Client’s satisfaction 4.57 0.71
i12 Clear objectives of workshop 4.53 0.66
i41 Identifying and clarifying the 

client’s requirements
4.46 0.76

i23 Client’s objectives clarifi ed 4.38 0.86
i31 Quality of the report 4.37 0.92
i11 Client’s participation 4.35 0.86
i25 Primary functions identifi ed 4.35 0.86
i43 Improving communication 

and understanding among 
stakeholders

4.33 0.72

i22 Interaction between 
participants in each phase

4.26 0.90

i39 Improving the project quality 4.23 0.84
i42 Accelerating the decision-

making
4.14 0.74

i13 Relevant departments’ 
support

4.11 1.05

i24 Project givens/assumptions 
clarifi ed

4.11 0.84

i9 Qualifi cation of facilitator 4.07 0.92
i3 Disciplines of participants 4.04 1.13

i32 Percentage of action plan 
carried out

4.03 1.08

i15 Background information 
collected

4.02 0.94

i34 Proposed change on life-cycle 
cost

3.97 0.93

i38 Reducing the diffi culty of 
construction, i.e. rework times

3.96 0.90

i44 Deliberating the alternatives 3.89 0.87
i7 Years of experience of 

facilitator
3.88 1.02

i46 Participants’ satisfaction 3.87 0.70
i33 Proposed change on project 

investment
3.81 0.92

i21 Satisfaction of the techniques 
used in each phase

3.75 1.06

Num. KPIs Means StDev
i4 Authority of key stakeholder 

participants
3.70 1.19

i1 Satisfaction of the time when 
the VM workshop will be 
conducted

3.59 1.19

i35 ROI of VM study, i.e. proposed 
savings /cost of VM

3.58 1.13

i37 Proposed change on 
construction schedule

3.58 1.05

i8 Number of VM workshops 
facilitated

3.51 1.02

i40 Improving the project 
appearance

3.49 1.04

i14 Time spent on preparation 
before workshop

3.43 1.15

i36 Proposed change on design 
schedule

3.33 0.97

i47 Facilitator’s satisfaction 3.28 0.98
i30 Duration to complete the 

report
3.24 0.93

i29 Effi ciency of idea generation 3.21 1.35
i2 Satisfaction of venue 3.19 1.11

i26 Total number of ideas 3.14 1.08
i19 Duration of each phase 3.12 1.10
i28 Equal contribution of 

participants
3.04 1.33

i18 Number of related documents 
analyzed

3.02 1.19

i5 Years of professional 
experience of participants

2.95 1.21

i16 Number of pre-workshop 
meetings held

2.89 1.17

i20 Time keeping of each phase 2.88 1.09
i17 Number of site visits 2.86 1.20
i6 VM knowledge of participants 2.60 1.29

i27 Average numbers of 
ideas generated by each 
participants

2.44 1.25

Table 1. Means and standard deviation of the scores
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many internal or external factors of the project. On the other 
hand, these results could be used to demonstrate the useful-
ness of VM studies.

Identifi cation of the KPIs of VM studies

Questionnaire design
Th e questionnaire survey is used to identify the KPIs of 

the measurement framework in this research by asking VM 
experts all over the world to rate the importance of each po-
tential indicator. Th e reason for selecting a questionnaire to 
identify the KPIs is because this method could collect more 
data for analysis which makes the fi ndings more objective. By 
the collection of a number of data relating to the importance 
of the indicators from the questionnaire survey, it is possible 
to conduct a factor analysis to investigate the interrelationship 
of these KPIs.

Th e respondent was required to tick the weighting of each 
potential indicator on a scale ranging from: (0) useless; (1) 
least important; (2) slightly important; (3) somewhat impor-
tant; (4) important; and (5) very important. Open questions 
are given in the questionnaire to collect the indicators which 
are considered to be important by the respondents but not in-
cluded in the potential indicators. Th e questionnaire also con-
tains questions on the background of the survey respondents.

Th e questionnaire was sent to 285 VM practitioners. 
Qualifi ed VM facilitators, architects, engineers, surveyors, 
consultants and government offi  cers were carefully selected 
from the list of delegates attending the international confer-
ences on VM hosted by SAVE International and Th e Hong 
Kong Institute of Value Management from 2005 to 2007, and 
were found by searching the lists of delegates. Th ese experts are 
either VM clients or practitioners who are active in the con-

struction industry, which ensures that the indicators identifi ed 
focus on VM studies in construction. Th is method has been 
used by Shen and Liu (2003) and was shown to be reliable

Identifi cation of KPIs
Considered to be the most important component of the 

questionnaire survey, this section asked respondents to weigh 
each potential performance indicator related to one of the pro-
cesses of VM studies in the list. Th e mean value and standard 
deviation for the 47 indicators are detailed in Table 6.3. Th e 
mean values range from 4.58 for i10: Clients’ support, to 2.44 
for i27: Average number of ideas generated by each partici-
pants. Th e mean value for all indicators listed in the question-
naire is 3.70 indicating that the respondents weighted the in-
dicators on average as important. Th ere are 18 indicators that 
have means higher than the four which means they are consid-
ered to be extremely important according to the responses.

Developing a performance measurement 
framework

Desired features of the performance measure-
ment framework

Th e desired features of the framework should be clarifi ed 
based on the investigation of existing approaches and the the-
oretical foundation before developing the performance mea-
surement framework for VM studies.

Specifi c value (through specifi c goals) guides performance 
towards successful project outcomes through subsequent im-
plementation of project management (Leung and Liu, 2003). 
Th erefore, the performance measurement should start with 
the objectives of VM studies. However, VM studies are unique 

because of the unique-
ness of each project 
(Lin et al., 2004). Th is 
means that the objec-
tives of individual VM 
studies will vary from 
each other. Th erefore 
a coherent but fl exible 
measurement frame-
work should be estab-
lished to meet the re-
quirements of diff erent 
VM studies.

Besides cost sav-
ings, other benefi ts 
arising from the im-
plementation of VM 
studies, such as im-
proved communica-

7

Figure 2: A conceptual framework for performance measurement in VM studies 

Detailed framework 
A detailed performance measurement framework is developed from the preliminary framework and the selected 
KPIs. 

 Measurement processes 
As shown in Figure 3, the identified KPIs are put in a systematical order along with the processes of the VM 
studies. The measurement starts from the objectives and the other inputs of the VM study. Each stage of the VM 
study has several indicators linked to its performance. These KPIs should be included to measure all kinds of 
VM studies while the other indicators in the potential list are optional in measuring different kinds of VM 
studies. This ensures the flexibility of the framework. The indicators cover most aspects of a VM study to map 
the performance in a holistic way. Both subjective indicators and objective indicators are considered in the 
framework. The indicators before the end of VM workshop are leading indicators which indicate the process 
performance. Corrective measures could be conducted during the process of the VM study whenever the values 
of these leading indicators turn out to be problematical. Data about the project collected after the application of 
VM and to the completion of the project could be added to give an overall indication of the performance of VM 
studies. 

Overall performance

Leading
indicator

Leading
indicator

Leading
indicator

Lagging
indicator

Lagging
indicator

Lagging
indicator

… …

Process performance 

Historical results 

Outcome performance 

Figure 2. A conceptual framework for performance measurement in VM studies
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tion between project stakeholders and better clarifi cation of 
clients’ objectives, should been taken into consideration in the 
measurement framework (Shen et al. 2005). Indicators such 
as clients’ satisfaction and improved communication between 
stakeholders, which are critical to the success of VM studies, 
should be included in the measurement framework. Hence, 
the measurement framework should be multi-criteria so as to 
provide a comprehensive measurement. Both objective and 
subjective indicators, tangible and intangible factors, as far as 
they can indicate the performance of VM studies, should be 
taken into consideration.

One of the purposes of performance measurement is to 
realize performance management and performance control. 
Taking immediate corrective measures will be possible if any 
areas for improvement have been identifi ed during the pro-
cesses of VM studies. In order to achieve this real-time mea-
surement and control, methods for collecting and processing 
the data of the indicators should be prompt and succinct. 

Preliminary framework
Based on the desired features of the performance mea-

surement framework, a preliminary framework has been de-
veloped. As shown in Figure 2, leading indicators are used to 
measure the process performance of VM studies while lagging 
indicators are used to 
measure the outcome 
performance. It is pos-
sible to measure and 
improve promptly when 
acquiring and compar-
ing leading indicators to 
historical results. Choos-
ing proper indicators 
when measuring a spe-
cifi c VM study makes 
this framework fl ex-
ible. A comprehensive 
measurement of a VM 
study can be achieved 
by integrating the mea-
surement results of 
previous VM and both 
process performance 
and outcome perfor-
mance. Meanwhile, the 
measurement results of 
overall performance will 
be added to the data-
base as historical results 
which can benefi t later 
VM studies so that this 

8

Figure 3: KPIs for measuring the performance of VM studies 

Data providers 
The author have interviewed many VM practitioners in construction and their opinions differ. Three dominant 
opinions on this issue are that the client, the VM facilitator or the client together with the VM facilitator should 
take the responsibility for the performance measurement of VM studies. In the authors’ opinion, all the 
stakeholders, including the clients, facilitators and participants of the VM studies, should take part in the 
measurement process. However, not all the stakeholders provide data for each KPI. The data of each KPI should 
be provided by the appropriate parties. Taking Client’s support as an example, the data of this KPI should be 
provided by facilitators and participants but not clients. This can avoid risk of bias if the clients provide the data, 
and ensure the validity of the data. Table 2 lists the proposed data providers for the three groups of KPIs. 

Table 2 Data providers for the KPIs  
KPIs Numbers of answers 

Facilitator Client Participant

Predicting indicators (Group 1)

Clear objectives of workshop   �

Client’s participation �   

Client’s support � �

Disciplines of participants �   

Qualification of facilitator �

Relevant stakeholders’ support � �

Process-related performance indicators (Group 2) 

Input of the VM 
study 

Pre-workshop 
stage

Workshop stage 

Post-workshop
stage

Post-project  

stage

Process
performance

Outcome
performance

•Clear objectives of workshop
•Client’s participation 
•Client’s support 
•Disciplines of participants 
•Qualification of facilitators 
•Relevant department’s support 

•Client’s objectives clarified 
•Interaction among participants in each phase 
•Primary functions identified 
•Project givens/assumptions clarified 

•Percentage of action plan carried out
•Quality of the report  

•Accelerating the decision-making
•Client’s satisfaction 
•Identification and clarification of client’s requirement  
•Improving communication and understanding 

•Background information collected

•Improving the project quality

Predicting 

indicators

Figure 3. KPIs for measuring the performance of VM studies

framework can grow continuously.

Detailed framework
A detailed performance measurement framework is devel-

oped from the preliminary framework and the selected KPIs.

 Measurement processes
As shown in Figure 3, the identifi ed KPIs are put in a 

systematical order along with the processes of the VM studies. 
Th e measurement starts from the objectives and the other in-
puts of the VM study. Each stage of the VM study has several 
indicators linked to its performance. Th ese KPIs should be 
included to measure all kinds of VM studies while the other 
indicators in the potential list are optional in measuring dif-
ferent kinds of VM studies. Th is ensures the fl exibility of the 
framework. Th e indicators cover most aspects of a VM study to 
map the performance in a holistic way. Both subjective indica-
tors and objective indicators are considered in the framework. 
Th e indicators before the end of VM workshop are leading 
indicators which indicate the process performance. Corrective 
measures could be conducted during the process of the VM 
study whenever the values of these leading indicators turn out 
to be problematical. Data about the project collected after the 
application of VM and to the completion of the project could 
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KPIs
Numbers of answers

Facilitator Client Participant
Predicting indicators (Group 1)
Clear objectives of workshop √
Client’s participation √
Client’s support √ √
Disciplines of participants √
Qualifi cation of facilitator √
Relevant stakeholders’ support √ √
Process-related performance indicators (Group 2)
Background information collected √
Client’s objectives clarifi ed √
Interaction among participants in each phase √
Primary functions/processes identifi ed √
Project givens/assumptions clarifi ed √
Outcome-related performance indicators (Group 3)
Percentage of action plan without uncertainty carried out √
Quality of the report √
Accelerating the decision-making √
Client’s satisfaction √
Identifying and clarifying the client’s requirements √ √
Improving communication and understanding among stakeholders √ √
Improving the project quality √

Table 2. Data providers for the KPIs

be added to give an overall indication of the performance of 
VM studies.

Data providers

Th e author have interviewed many VM practitioners in 
construction and their opinions diff er. Th ree dominant opin-
ions on this issue are that the client, the VM facilitator or 
the client together with the VM facilitator should take the 
responsibility for the performance measurement of VM stud-
ies. In the authors’ opinion, all the stakeholders, including the 
clients, facilitators and participants of the VM studies, should 
take part in the measurement process. However, not all the 
stakeholders provide data for each KPI. Th e data of each KPI 
should be provided by the appropriate parties. Taking Client’s 
support as an example, the data of this KPI should be provided 
by facilitators and participants but not clients. Th is can avoid 
risk of bias if the clients provide the data, and ensure the valid-
ity of the data. Table 2 lists the proposed data providers for the 
three groups of KPIs.

Weightings of the KPIs
In order to simplify the calculation and distinguish the 

diff erence among the performances, the weightings of the 
KPIs are standardized based on the questionnaire results. Th e 
formula for standardization is as follows:

Where WiWhere WiWhere W  = calculated weightings of the indicators. Mi 
= original means of the weightings according to the question-
naire. 

Th e calculated weighting of each KPI is rounded to an 
integral number to form the standard weighting. Th e results 
are listed in Table 3.

Defi nition of the scorings of each KPI

Given that a data collection method should be succinct 
and prompt without impairing accuracy to meet the desired 
features of the measurement framework, a fi ve-point scale 
method has been adopted to score the KPIs. To mitigate the 
subjectivity of scoring, the meaning of each point to each KPI 

WiWiW =
(Mi - 2.44)i - 2.44)i

(4.58 - 2.44)
X 10
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Num. KPIs
i10 Client’s support 4.58 10

i45 Client’s satisfaction 4.57 10
i12 Clear objectives of workshop 4.53 10
i41 Identifying and clarifying the 

client’s requirements
4.46 9

i23 Client’s objectives clarifi ed 4.38 9
i31 Quality of the report 4.37 9
i11 Client’s participation 4.35 9
i25 Primary functions identifi ed 4.35 9
i43 Improving communication 

and understanding among 
stakeholders

4.33 9

i22 Interaction between 
participants in each phase

4.26 9

i39 Improving the project quality 4.23 8
i42 Accelerating the decision-

making
4.14 8

i13 Relevant departments’ 
support

4.11 8

i24 Project givens/assumptions 
clarifi ed

4.11 8

i9 Qualifi cation of facilitator 4.07 8
i3 Disciplines of participants 4.04 7

i32 Percentage of action plan 
carried out

4.03 7

i15 Background information 
collected

4.02 7

Table 3 Weightings of KPIs

is clearly defi ned. Th e example of defi nitions of the KPIs are 
presented as follows:

i3 Disciplines of participants
5 - All of the senior managers of the stakeholders are included 

in the VM team;
4 - All of the senior managers of the key stakeholders and 

most of the representatives of the stakeholders are includ-
ed in the VM team;

3 - Most of the senior managers of the key stakeholders and 
the representatives of the other key stakeholders and stake-
holders are included in the VM team;

2 - All the representatives of the key stakeholders and some 
representatives of stakeholders are included in the VM 
team;

1 - A representative from any of the key stakeholders is miss-
ing.

Conclusion

Th e performance measurement of VM studies in con-
struction is required to ensure the confi dence of clients and to 
identify areas to improve. However, the existing performance 
measurement frameworks cannot be applied directly in VM 
studies due to their limitations. Th ere is no such a measure-
ment framework which aggregates the features like fl exibility, 
promptness and economy without reducing the accuracy of 
the measurement in the VM literature.

Th e theoretical framework is developed on the basis of the 
thirteen factors identifi ed by previous research. It shows that 
CSFs are extracted from the inputs and processes of VM stud-
ies. KPIs linked to the CSFs are seen as ‘leading’ indicators, 
which can predict the performance of VM studies. Th e other 
KPIs which represent the outcomes of VM studies are seen as 
‘lagging’ indicators. Eighting KPIs for the performance mea-
surement of VM studies are identifi ed according to the results 
of a questionnaire survey. Proper performance measurement 
framework for VM studies need to be fl exible, multi-criteria, 
and real time. A preliminary framework and a detailed frame-
work which meet the desired the features have been devel-
oped.

Further investigation will be conducted to clarify the 
inter-relationships among these indicators and to determine 
their weightings. Focus group meetings and real-life case stud-
ies will be conducted to refi ne the framework. A computer-
aided toolkit will be developed that will be integrated with the 
existing VM process so that performance measurement can be 
carried out easily and continuously during these studies.
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Establishing a Reliable Method of 
Distinguishing Functions and Processes

Dr. Mohammed Ali Berawi

Abstract

Th e paper outlines the establishment of reli-
able rules to provide a reliable method of distin-
guishing functions and process in the context of 
innovation. Th e need for innovator to distinguish 
and categories the idea(s) generation in terms of 
their meaning and usage would enrich meaning 
as well as opening the opportunity to seek where 
the innovation can be invented. On other hand, 
an agent’s or designer’s intention to use a partic-
ular word (e.g. function) in diff erent ways and 
with diff erent meanings has been seen as poten-
tially reducing an ability to generate key insights consistently.

Introduction

Th ere are various modes of understanding the ‘how’ and 
‘why’ a function belongs to an object (Woodhead & McCuish, 
2002; Woodhead & Downs, 2001). It is argued that an un-
derstanding of functional concepts in technological artefacts 
is an important step towards product creation and innovation 
(Kroes, 1998; Vermaas & Houkes, 2003; Berawi, 2004; Be-
rawi & Woodhead, 2005a). Th e transformation of function-
directed causal relations into manufacturing makes it possible 
to bridge the gap between physical structure and intentional 
function in a technological design (Kaufman & Woodhead, 
2006; Woodhead, Kaufman & Berawi, 2004). 

For the purpose of this paper, the method of 
building the arguments is explained using deduc-
tion logic with predicate calculus (Quine, 1986; 
Jeff rey, 1990; Copi and Cohen, 2001) to build 
a stable foundation for a consistent logic. Th is 
method is employed as a logical way to construct 
a stable base that would strengthen confi dence 
in subsequent arguments and conclusions. Th e 
establishment of reliable rules would provide a 
reliable method of distinguishing functions and 
process in relation to ‘means-ends purposes’ and 
‘causal relationships’ in the context of innovation 
(Berawi, 2006). Th e result of the deductive argu-
ments is shown as:

1. A process enables essential contribution to the 
system

A process is a sequence of observable activities in reality 
that need to be conducted in order to perform a function. 
Th e relation between function and process can be stated in the 
following formulation as shown in table 1. Th e author then 
converted the semantical sentences to formal predicates as fol-
lowing: 

Px – x is a process
Mx – x is a function
Ox – x is an outcome
Sx – x enables an essential contribution to the system

2. A process is not necessarily the same as a 
function

Line 
Number Arguments Predicate Calculus

1 Function provides an essential 
contribution to the system ∀x(Mx  Sx)

2 Some processes are identical to 
functions ∃x ∃y (Px ^ My ^ x = y)

├
Therefore some processes enable 
an essential contribution to the 
system

∃x (Px ^ Sx)

Table 1. Logic Deduction Formulation of
Function and Process

Line 
Number Arguments Predicate Calculus

1

For every process, if it is 
identical to a function, then, 
like functions, the process 
should enable an essential 
contribution to the system.

x (Px → ( (  y (My ^ x = y) → Sx ) )

2
But not all processes 
enable such an essential 
contribution.

 y  (Py ^    Sy)

├ Therefore not all processes 
are the same as functions y  (Py ^   My)

Table 2. Logic Deduction Formulation of
Function vs Process
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Th e following argument reveals that a process is not neces-
sary the same as function. Th e relation the arguments can be 
stated in the formal predicate of the argument as shown in 
table 2.

3. A process may create an unnecessary outcome
An outcome is a description of the result, eff ect, or conse-

quence that will occur after carrying out a program or activity.  
Th e relation between process and outcome can be stated in the 
formal predicate of the argument as shown in table 3.

Distinguishing Types of Concept 

Having established a verifi able solution, the next step is 
to translate this into a more robust and applied solution that 
would be useful in practice. Th e fl owchart (see fi gure 1) help 
innovators to distinguish types of concept during the act of ex-
planation building. It does so by distinguishing and categoris-
ing concepts in terms of meaning and usage. In particular, this 
is achieved by distinguishing ‘purposes’, ‘outcomes’, ‘processes’ 
and ‘functions’ and the need to make explicit external mecha-
nisms such as context and perspectives so as to build more 
consistent understanding of the relationships between our 
thoughts and how things actually work. Th e development pro-
cess of the fl owchart involved Dr Roy Woodhead from Oxford 
and 8 renowned VE/VM experts from UK, US and Australia.

During idea generation stages, by distinguishing types of 
concept, designers/manufacturers can better direct investiga-
tion and innovation that will lead to improved results (Wood-
head & Berawi, 2008). Central to this is a clear understanding 
of essential functions that need to be performed by processes 
in order to achieve selected outcomes and purpose. Functions 
exist in a conceptual sense whereas processes are recognisable 
phenomena in the real-world. A process is a concrete action, 
in the real world, and has been selected to perform a particular 
function. An outcome is a result of concrete action (i.e. pro-
cess leads to outcome). Removing unnecessary processes with 
no essential contribution (i.e. outcomes that have no value) 
will result in greater effi  ciency and eff ectiveness in a system 
(Woodhead & Berawi, 2008: Berawi & Woodhead, 2008).

Line 
Number Arguments

Predicate 
Calculus

1 Process creates outcome ∃x (Px → Ox)

2 Not all processes enable an 
essential contribution ∃x  (Px ∧ ¬ Sx)

├ Therefore not all outcomes 
are essential ∃x  (Ox ∧ ¬ Sx)

Table 3 - Logic Deduction Formulation of
Process and Outcome

                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                          
                                                Yes                                                                                                                   No 

        

                                                      
        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                    

                                                                  
                                                                                                                       No                                                                                                                                      No                                                                                                Yes

                                                                        Yes                                                                                                                     No       
                    

          

                                              Yes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                                                        Yes                                                                                                                     No

 Yes                                                                                                 No                      

       There seems to be no  
        justification for the proposed  
         function. If correct, it has no    

      value  and can be removed

    Re- investigate  
         and characterise 

why the proposed 
function  is needed  

            more precisely 

           The description is an outcome 
            that enables a larger purpose 

to be achieved 

                  The description is a process 
            to perform a function and enables   

an outcome to be achieved

                The description is a function 
                  that essential for a system   

to work

  Is the proposed function a 
primary or principal goal of 

the general context or 
system selected? 

            The description is purpose 
               to be achieved by other  
                        outcomes 

Is it part of a series of on going 
actions that can either be observed or 

measured as a real world solution? 
(i.e. is not a concept but a reality) 

Is the proposed function a 
recognizable end result, effect, or 

consequence of some on going 
actions that has or will be finished?

Can the system still 
   work if your proposed 
    function  is removed? 

Does the proposed function    
 contribute some usefulness 

in achieving box 1? 

10 11 12 13

  What does your function model  
    represent? What is a model of?  

          (i.e. the general context & other 
            particular systems) 

        Select what you believe is 
        a function in your model 

6

8

3

75

9

1
2

4

Figure 1. Berawi’s Flow Chart to Distinguish & Categorise Purpose, Outcome, Function or Process
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Conclusion

A particular concept type will fall into one of four mutu-
ally exclusive categories, within a particular context, an en-
vironment in which a system exists. A system is a dynamic 
entity. Th e context, the perspective we adopt to view a system, 
becomes a transcending framework that directs attention to 
the way in which humans attach meaning and signifi cance 
to certain data and not to other data. A single phenomenon 
can therefore be viewed from diff erent contexts and have dif-
ferent imperatives applied. By classifying concepts into what 
outcome and purpose we want to achieve, how the sequence 
of processes can be executed, and why we need to perform 
a function, we are led to a shared understanding and better 
ability to produce new ideas to stimulate innovation as well as 
increasing the level of consistency between our interpretation, 
mind and reality. 
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A Study on the Consecutiveness of the Function Analysis 
and Idea Creation Phase with Function Integration (FI) and 

Hierarchical Value Engineering
Concept Modules(HVECM)

Chi-Sung In, CVS, CCM, In-Il Nam-kung, AVS & Chang-Taek Hyun, Ph.D.

Abstract

Th e function analysis and idea creation of the Value En-
gineering (VE) process has been applied to the manufacturing 
industry for the development of functions in the elements of 
a product. Also in the construction industry, it has been used 
in various service levels in the design and construction phases 
of civil structures and components of a project and the func-
tion itself, such as in plans, specifi cations, sizes, and spaces. 
Due to the multifunction aspects of each menu of elements in 
a construction project, in the case of the applications of VE, 
the construction industry is considered less effi  cient than the 
manufacturing industry in terms of continuity and working 
environment.

To address this problem, a unique model is needed in the 
function analysis and idea creation phases for greater consecu-
tiveness during VE Job Plan adaptation. Th is paper will pro-
vide the construction-oriented integrated-function analysis 
with the function integration (FI) and hierarchical value en-
gineering concept modules (HVECM) technique, which can 
be sequentially adapted as the defi nable features of functions.
Introduction

Introduction

Background and purpose of study
Value engineering has been applied to the manufacturing 

fi eld in construction, which is gradually being expanded and 
integrated. Now, VE is producing remarkable eff ects. Function 
analysis is the particular interest of those who are formulating 
a job plan for construction VE, especially for designing. In 
such cases, the use of the VE methodology becomes more im-
portant and is appreciated more highly because many accom-
panying functional improvements are attempted to increase 
the capability of a project and to advance the technology.

Currently, VE is being executed in the Korean construc-
tion industry without the exact attributes and characteristics 
of the project, and not only is the function analysis unclearly 
grasped in a project; the VE workshop practice also often falls 
into a formal study or is ignored. In other words, many VE 

implementation cases emphasize design change with data col-
lected not to emphasize the function but to improve the exist-
ing design and the execution experience itself. When function 
analysis becomes inconsistent, it aff ects the next phase of the 
job plan. In the case of limited extents, limited information, 
and ineffi  cient teamwork, it has been led to the lack of ideas in 
the idea creation phase and to substantial VE progress. Th ere-
fore, it is necessary that a study on the methodology of cor-
recting the VE function analysis process, the consecutiveness 
of function analysis, and the creation phase in the construc-
tion fi eld be conducted.

Th e purpose of this study is to develop function integra-
tion analysis to make idea creation smooth, with three steps 
(function defi nition, arrangement, and evaluation), with the 
function integration analysis (FIA) model and the multi-step 
function analysis model associated with FIA.

Scope and Study Methodology
To address the discontinuation of the consecutiveness be-

tween the function analysis phase and the idea creation phase 
in the construction VE workshop, this study draws the defi -
nition of integrated function and function integration FAST 
(FI FAST) and comes up with a defi nition for subordinate 
function and its FAST. Th erefore, the extent of the study that 
makes FI FAST one with HVECM in various parts of the en-
gineers themselves and that links it to idea creation to achieve 
the objectives of a job plan. A fl ow diagram of this study and 
how to make it is shown in Figure 1.

First, analyze the comparison and diff erences of the spe-
cial features and limits of function analysis between the scope 
of function analysis and the function in the construction VE 
workshop

Second, develop the virtual model of the methodology 
that experts of every fi eld can easily access, and understand the 
possibility of the consecutiveness of the function analysis and 
idea Figure 1, Flow Chart for t

he Study ll
Figure 1, Flow Chart for the Study
creation phases.
Th ird, classify the functional production factors in the 
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construction fi eld, and search for a so-
lution to the integration of function 
analysis. With the three steps of func-
tion defi nition and arrangement, make 
a model to link the continuity between 
function analysis and idea creation out-
standingly.

Fourth, propose new methods to 
utilize VE, with the VE workshop re-
port completed recently as an example, 
due to the lack of development of VE 
activities in the construction fi eld, of 
which there are not many examples in 
Korea.

Literature Review

Fundamentals of function 
analysis

1) Defi nition of function analysis: 
Function analysis is a core operation in 
a VE job plan to correct the function 
system for a project and the source of 
idea creation from it. Th e major re-
form object can be taken or dragged 
out through function analysis, which 
is executed by implementing function 
analysis with every kind of element of 
the project, or handled with the target 
functions after selecting them. Society 
of American Value Engineers (SAVE 
International) encourages the VE team 
to classify the study into pre-study, value study, and post-study 
using the VE job plan phase by phase continuously.

2) Importance of function analysis: Function analysis plays 
an important role in the linkage between the pre-study phase 
and the idea creation phase. Th e VE objects selected in the pre-
study phase become the input data for function analysis, and 
their results become the input data for the idea creation phase. 
On the other hand, various credible ideas can arise through 
systematic pre-study and function analysis, which consists of 
function defi nition, arrangement, and evaluation by phase.

3) Function Analysis and the Idea Creation Process: Func-
tion analysis is an indispensable process for understanding the 
present circumstances of a project for the VE workshop and 
for appreciating the function that VE puts emphasis on. After 
this process, idea creation, the next step, is encompassed, as 
shown in Figure 2.

Th e purpose of function defi nition in a job plan is to clar-
ify the function that will make it easy to create ideas, and to 
come up with the function defi nition that will express an idea 

using measurable nouns and active verbs to expand thinking. 
It is easy to comprehend a project with functions expressed by 
nouns and verbs. Th e nouns reveal the mathematical concepts 
of the project, and the project’s translation into a measurable 
language will facilitate its evaluation. Th e purpose of func-
tion classifi cation is to estimate the importance of the defi ned 
functions and to reconfi rm their suitability. A function can 
be classifi ed into a main function and a secondary function. 
Th e former is an indispensable factor. As such, if it is removed 
from the function defi nition, the value of the project’s exis-
tence would disappear.

Th e latter (literally, the “secondary” function) suspends 
the achievement of the main function.

Moreover, if there is a need for it, a higher-order function 
can be defi ned and manifested depending on a VE specialist. 
Th e purpose of function arrangement is to facilitate the un-
derstanding of the legitimacy of the function fi eld and of the 
defi nition, and to analyze the level of functions to be applied 
for greater improvement. It indicates the logical correlation 
among the analysis results of the object functions using the 

Figure 1. Flow chart for the study
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“How-Why?” logic. As a result, it function arrangement ex-
amines the analysis object functions that are necessary or not 
necessary, and boosts idea creation. Th e methods of function 
arrangement are as follows: the use of an abstract ladder, tradi-
tional FAST, technical-oriented FAST, and customer-oriented 
FAST. Th e purpose of function evaluation is to confi rm the 
cost goal of each function. Th e methods for such are as fol-
lows: subjective estimate evaluation, creativity and real-value 
standard evaluation, and level of weighing.

4) Th e Function Analysis and Idea Creation Phases in 
Construction VE

VE is a method in the manufacturing fi eld that improves 
the unit product and factor. It began with the slogan “the best 
way to improve the value of a product,” and researched on the 
relation between the function of a product and its price. In the 
construction fi eld, VE has been executed in the construction 
procurement department of the U.S. government. Currently, 
construction VE in Korea can be divided into the following 
two shapes: Th e VE workshop in the design phase is a part of 

the methodology of construction management (CM) execut-
ing in its work scope and VE workshop at the construction 
site, executing in the construction phase by a construction 
company. Th e former, the service company executing CM 
usually makes its progress in proposed category of technical 
proposal and submit to the orderer, and who receives it and 
changes the design via a design company. Th e latter, usually 
executed and applied in each unit fi eld by a construction com-
pany, is investigated with a hypothesis and technique/method 
of construction that is investigated neither in the design phase 
nor in the characteristic fi eld. Th e ideas are from a fi eld-ori-
ented idea meeting in the construction fi eld, and the results 
of a meeting are written in the form of a VE report. In the 
creation step, progress is made towards the idea creation pro-
cess by utilizing the selected functions via function evaluation. 
Nowadays, however, function-oriented analysis is not fully ac-
complished because of the un-experienced and novices on the 
VE principles, and it is not investigated prior to the defect 
emphasis on function.

Figure 2. Main activities for the function analysis and idea creation phases
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Problem Finding and Recovery between 
the Function Analysis and Idea Creation 
Phases

Problems of the Function Analysis Phase
Currently, the job plan formulated by Society of Ameri-

can Engineers is being applied and executed in the fi eld of 
construction VE in Korea. In the information phase, func-
tion analysis is not being executed exactly because the orderer’s 
intent and the essential characteristics of the project are not 
clearly understood and because the orderer is not doing his job 
properly. Th e execution of function defi nition and FAST dia-
gramming, the core of VE, which is part of function analysis, 
should be done or accomplished naturally and consecutively. 
It usually tends to be achieved formally or is sometimes ig-
nored in the VE workshop in practice. Th is can be explained 
in three ways, as follows. First, it has a contradiction in practi-
cal service and in theory. Second, the precise theory is inap-
propriately applied to practical service. Th ird, the application 
of VE in the construction fi eld is inconsistent. Th erefore, there 
is a need to go through a job plan following the execution of 
the function analysis methodology with suffi  cient information 
collected by experts and many experienced hands. Function 

analysis facilitates the understanding of the details of a project 
object and allows continuous progress to the next phase. Es-
pecially, in some disciplines, data are collected in the function 
analysis phase without caring for the functions of VE. In many 
VE workshops, the emphasis was placed on the improvement 
of each part/position or material/assembly/equipment based 

Figure 3. Comparison between Current Method and Proposed Model

Table1. Object of Function Defi nition

Description Objects for Function 
Defi nition

Remark

Users

Orderer, supplier, 
owner, resident, 
customer, 
administrator, 
maintainer, and 
operator

Construction 
Phase

Pre-design, design, 
procurement, 
construction, 
maintenance, and 
operation

Classifi ed by the 
CMAA

Designated 
Project

Offi ce, housing, 
exhibition hall, etc.

Classifi ed by the 
construction act
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on the construction experience itself in drawings.
Problems of the Idea Creation Phase
Incorrect information and the lack of data about a project 

object makes the function analysis inappropriate, and if a con-
tradiction exists between practice and theory, there is an inap-
propriate application to practice with a clear theory, or there is 
inconsistency taking place in VE, the next idea creation phase 
will be aff ected. In that context, creating ideas with limited 
data to a narrow extent, ineffi  cient teamwork, and lack of 
ideas brings forth a limitation in writing reports properly.

Model Proposal for the Function Integration (FI) 
and Multifunction Analysis Methodologies

After examining the case study involving function analy-
sis and defi nition during a VE activity in a sample project, 
this paper will propose a new methodology for co-relating the 
function defi nition and idea creation phases. First, defi ne the 
1st function using the VE experts’ guide. Moreover, to under-

Table 2. Example of the General Function by Building

DescriptionDescription Essential FunctionsEssential Functions
Housing Accommodation, relaxation, cooking, sanitation, hobby, etc.
Neighboring Facilities Sale, circulation, communication, learning, etc.
Culture and Congress Facilities Specifi cation, exhibition, education, writing, facilities, etc.

Religious Facilities chapel, religious activities, volunteer service, etc.
Commercial Facilities Merchandising, storage, service, advertisement, etc.
Transportation Facilities Traffi c, transport, maintenance, parking, etc.
Medical Facilities Medical examination, offi cial works, operation, pharmacy, etc.
Education & Research Facilities Schooling, teaching, research, laboratory, etc.
Youth & Senior Facilities Residence, rest, recreation, recovery, etc.
Training Facilities Exercise, education, meeting, etc.
Sports Facilities Exercise, practice, coaching, training, supervision, etc.
Offi cial Facilities Service, management, business, administration, etc.
Lodging Facilities Lodging and boarding, service, management, administration, etc.
Execution Facilities Rest, play, hobby, etc.
Factory Product, transportation, conveyance, custody, etc.
Warehousing Facilities Stock, delivery, conveyance, environment, etc.
Hazardous Storage & Disposal Facilities Stock, delivery, disposal of stocks, recycling, etc.
Vehicle Facilities Product, transportation, conveyance system, etc.
Animal & Plant Facilities Environment, control, isolation, hospitality, meals, sanitation, etc.
Sewage Facilities Environment, transport, conveyance, disposal, recirculation, etc.
Correctional Institution & Military Facilities Correction, management, training, operation, education, etc.
Broadcasting & Communication Facilities Telegraph, reception, broadcase, telecommunication, etc.
Generation Facilities Generate, carriage, management, etc.
Burial Facilities Consolation, rest, management, etc.
Sightseeing & Resting Faciliites Transfer, relaxation, recess, tour, etc.

stand the project object and the delivery of additional infor-
mation, hold a meeting of the whole team and draw FI FAST 
to confi rm the integrated function defi nition/arrangement 
and for additional defi nition/ arrangement. Second, with the 
use of the selected functions, which will be the higher-order 
functions, defi ne the 2nd functions again. At that time, the 
team members fully understand the object of VE. Th erefore, 
function defi nition and arrangement can be done smoothly. 
Th ird, the technical-oriented FAST drawn by the engineers 
in charge of each fi eld is applied with the HVECM software 
program. Hence, the steps developed by the VE workshop 
team members are defi ned to some extent, and the integrated 
function, essential function, and ability of the function will 
be assured. Th erefore, the selected multi-step functions that 
will be written at the top of the idea list sheet, and the idea 
creation phase, can be linked and maintained for consecutive-
ness. Th e comparison between the current method and the 
proposed model shown in Figure 3 is the current method that 
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be classifi ed into the pre-design phase, 
design phase, procurement phase, con-
struction phase, and maintenance and 
operation phase, each of which requires 
diff erent functions.

Likewise, Table 2 shows the essen-
tial functions of the building itself, such 
as for offi  ces, housing, as an exhibition 
hall, etc. Th ese various functions are re-
quired by each fi eld that needs the func-
tion integration (FI) expression process. 
Classify the functions and draw FI FAST 
altogether with the above functions. Th is 
process can be applied to complex and 
mixed projects for function defi nition, 
applying the “How-Why?” logic. Th is 
explains why the professional knowledge 
of VE, or an experienced person, is need-
ed. In the integrated function defi nition 
and analysis of FI FAST, even the func-
tions selected during function evaluation 
are too large to create some ideas. Th ere-
fore, after the fi rst function evaluation 
phase takes place and after choosing the 
function as a higher-order function, dis-
ciplines can understand the project func-
tionally. Th e unique functions belonging 
to a project can be defi ned with the use 
of a higher-order function through sec-
ondary function analysis. Table 2 shows 

the arranged essential functions of each building.
2) 2nd function defi nition and FAST diagramming: Some 

of the functions that were selected during the integrated func-
tion analysis phase are among the most important functions. 
Th erefore, lower-function analysis is needed to satisfy the se-
lected functions. If the VE workshop is executed in a general 
manner, it must be commenced from the secondary function 
analysis, and the functions must be evaluated/selected and 

Table 3. Outline of the Sample Project

Description Size Description Size
Location Kwangsan-Dong, Dong-Gu, Kwangju City
Site Area 96,036 m2 Height 19.3 m
Ground Area 20,918.59 m2 Elevator for 27 passengers
Total Floor Area 143,837.75 m2

Parking
553 cars fi xed by law

Floor Area Ratio 21.78% 594 cars designed
Architectural Volume 
Ratio 10.43%

Main Function
Culture and meeting 

conference, education 
research labStories One story above the 

ground and four below

Figure 4. Layout of the  culture hall

SAVE is recommending, and shows the broad progress of the 
proposed model. Th e proposed model assumes that the hi-
erarchical function defi nition will be available in the various 
scopes of the work and in every shape of the project.

Concept of Consecutiveness Function 
Integration Analysis and Idea Creation 
Phase

Function analysis phase
1) Integrated Function Defi -

nition and FI FAST: In the proj-
ect object of construction VE, the 
structure/building consists of com-
plex functions that are large-sized, 
medium-sized, or small-sized. Th e 
users can be classifi ed into the or-
derer, supplier, owner, resident, 
customer, administrator, and op-
erator, and each user requires dif-
ferent functions, as shown in Table 
1. Th e construction step can also 
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the ideas created. Th e project, 
however, has a wide range of 
functions analyzed in this case 
and assumes a wide extent, 
which makes the idea creation 
phase diffi  cult. Th erefore, 
functions that are fully clas-
sifi ed not only into each fi eld 
but also into engineers can be 
defi ned/ analyzed to associate 
the idea creation phase.

3) Function Defi nition by 
Engineers and HVCM Func-
tion Analysis

Th is function analysis 
makes it easy to access techni-
cal-oriented function analysis 
based on the understanding 
of the service and the essen-
tial functions of buildings 
through two-time execution. 
Th e VE workshop team mem-
bers execute function defi ni-
tion using an HVECM form and customer-oriented FAST 
for owners/costumers. Next, function evaluation must be ex-
ecuted, and fi nal object functions must be selected to create 
ideas. If multistep function analysis has been done, as above, 
it can easily associate the function analysis phase with the idea 
creation phase.

Verifi cation of FI Analysis and Verifi cation of the 
Idea Creation Model Case

To verify the adaptability 
and effi  ciency of the proposed 
model, it was applied to the 
 culture hall VE workshop 
on the basic design phase.

1) Concept of the project: 
Table 3 and Figure 4 show the 
outline and plot plan of a proj-
ect, and it has been applied to 
the model that this study is 
proposing, and has been ex-
ecuted for the  Cultural 
Creation Center, among the 
planned facilities of the 
culture hall.

2) FI Defi nition and 
Drawing of FI FAST: Th e in-
tegrated function defi nition 
can progress if the function 

Table 4. Examples of Function Integration Defi nition

Function Defi nition (FI) Project Name:  Culture Hall

Object 
(Space)

Function Defi nition Function Classifi cation
Note

Verb Noun
Main 

Function
Secondary 
Function


Culture 
Hall

Interchange Culture Contents 

Provide Integrated 
Information 

         

Express New Culture 

Study Culture Education 

Ensure Facilities 

Preserve History 

         

Transport Passengers 

Provide Infrastructure 

Improve Quality 

Plan Education 

defi nition implemented in the fi gure for each object, as shown 
in Table 1, has been fully advanced, and Table 4 shows a part 
of the function defi nition executed by experts and disciplines. 
FI FAST is completed in accordance with the integrated func-
tion defi nition, applying the “How-Why?” logic shown in 
Figure 5, by each team member’s eff ort. Th e function phase 
must be executed after function evaluation, but it is excepted 
in this paper. Th e functions selected through integrated-func-
tion analysis are some of the most important functions for the 
stakeholders concerned. Th erefore, Figure 6 shows the second-

Table 5. Examples of Division Function Defi nition

Function Defi nition (Division) Project Name:  Culture Hall

Object 
(Space)

Second Function Defi nition Function Classifi cation
Note

Verb Noun
Main 

Function
Secondary 
Function

Express 
New 
Culture

Organize Imagination 

Ensure Presentation 
Space 

Make up Hypermedia 
Space 

Build Network 

Experience Various Media 

         

Run Opened Operation 
System 

Participate Activity 
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Figure 5.  Example of FI FAST

ary functions that satisfy the main function.
3) Detailed function defi nition and HVECM FAST: As 

the Figure 7 shows the hierarchical function defi nition with 
HVECM tool from the selected function “Express new cul-
ture” in FI function and the second function “Make up hy-
permedia space”. And, picture 8 shows the customer-oriented 
FAST created by HVECM program.

4) Function Evaluation and Selection of the Functions to 
Improve: Detailed function analysis has been executed using 
HVECM after the integrated function defi nition, integrated 
function arrangement, the secondary function defi nition, and 
the secondary function arrangement. Th e third function defi -
nition shown in Table 6 has also been evaluated, and the func-
tion “Improve Stability” has been selected and applied to the 

idea creation phase.
5) Framing the Idea List: Th e project can be fully under-

stood after carrying out the function analysis steps three times, 
and the functions can be selected in accordance with the fi rst, 
the second, and the third function evaluation at the idea list 
sheet. Th e derived ideas are shown in Table 7.

Ideas have been created and recorded on the idea list 
form shown in Table 7, and with the use of brainstorming 
techniques, by utilizing the FI function “FI 06: Express new 
culture” the secondary function “FD 06-4: Make up hyper-
media space” and the HVECM function “H 06-421: Improve 
Stability” So far, from the execution of the consecutiveness of 
the VE process, the project can be better understood, with 
the emphasis placed on technique improvement by the VE 
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experts, and the VE team members can make the functions 
compromise the interference at each fi eld better.

Conclusion

Cases involving the effi  cient application of a job plan are 
very uncommon, and most of those that exist have been ap-
proached very formally in Korea. Th ese authors did not deviate 
from the existing manufacturing process and left the construc-
tion-specialized process to be desired, from the information 
collection phase to the organization of the VE team, analysis, 
development, and making a proposal. Th e aforementioned can 
be attributed not only to the lack of knowledge and experience 
regarding VE in terms of function defi nition, classifi cation, ar-
rangement, evaluation, and idea creation/evaluation, but also 
to the VE experts’ capacity. Th is study proved the results of 
the analysis centered on FI, which maintains the continuity of 
the idea creation phase linked by function analysis in the sam-
ple VE workshop project. It was executed using the proposed 
multi-step function analysis assumption and model. Hence, 

the discontinuity between the function analysis and idea cre-
ation phases in a job plan can be overcome, and VE can be 
executed properly with a job plan. To be the model verifi ed 
in this paper (the  culture hall project, which has a large 
size and complex buildings), the proposed model was applied 
to the function integration analysis and idea creation phases. 
No project would be executed, however, using the three-step 
function analysis process. If the project is simple and small, 
the three-step application will acquire low effi  ciency. As such, 
two-step function analysis can be executed instead, consisting 
of the 1st step (FIA) and the 3rd step (HVECM). In other 
words, the VE experts’ judgment on whether the three-step 
function analysis process should be applied to the project 
object is needed. Th e insuffi  cient points have to be comple-
mented/improved with the active and continuous application 
of the proposed model in construction VE, with the experts’ 
enthusiastic eff orts. Moreover, it is suggested that databases be 
made consisting of the VE results of the execution of and re-
search on VE for function analysis and idea creation, and that 
the following operation be continued.

Figure 8. Example of HVECM
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Table 6. Example of HVECM Function Evaluation

Secondary function: “Make up the hypermedia space”

Function Evaluation and Object to be Improved  Culture Hall

Review Items
Defi nition of Requisite Functions

Is It Easy to 
Create an Idea? Is It Necessary?

Has the Price 
Been Curtailed 
and the Quality 

Improved?

Does It 
Involve Other 
Functions? Choice

Improve Closeness    

Maintain Security    

Provide Comfortable 
Environment    

Improve Stability     

Cut Down Energy Consumption   X 

         

Extend Life     

Provide Rest Space   

Table 7. Example of an Idea List

Idea List  Culture Hall

Function

Function FI 06 Express New Culture

Remark
Division 
Function FD 06-4 Make up Hyper-media Space

HVECM 
Function H 06-421 Improve Stability

Number Idea

A

1 Unify the column and basement wall Ensure the effi ciency of the space
2 Remove the column on basements 3 and 4 Maximize the effi ciency of the space
3 Shift the door for equipment installation Function improvement
4 Move the C15 wall on basement 1 Secure the effi ciency of the space

         

21 Change the design for the plenum Ensure the usage of the room
22 Change the door system Function improvement
23 Move the wall at the parking lot Ensure the traffi c road

         

24 Installation of the ceiling Function improvement
25 Remove the unnecessary facilities Function improvement

31 Change the shape of the wall
from round to linear

Consideration of harmony with the surroundings

(A: Architecture, S: Structure, C: Civil, L: Landscape, M: Mechanical, E: Electrical, etc.)
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Figure 6. Example of FAST

Figure 7. Detailed Function Defi nition
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A System Engineering Approach to Value Engineering Change 
Proposals (VECP)

James R. Vickers, AVS, Karen J. Gawron, AVS & Connie L. Cobo, CVS

Abstract

Industry has been using Value Engineering Change Propos-
als (VECPs) to reduce costs on government contracts through 
the contractual provisions that allow for sharing savings on 
accepted VECPs. Th e use of VECPs has, in total worked well 
for both the Government and the contractor. However, on 
some programs, particularly those for major weapon systems, 
using VECPs has lead to a few sub-optimizations. Th e VECP 
proposed savings on one component or subsystem, may be re-
alized, but it can result in increased costs to other related com-
ponents or subsystems. Th is paper will examine how using a 
System Engineering approach to VECPs takes into account the 
eff ect of changes to a total system. Any negative eff ects of the 
VECP can be neutralized and may result in increased savings 
and performance for the entire system. Specifi c examples will 
be provided of how a system engineering approach to VECPs 
was used at Raytheon Missiles Systems as well as examples of 
where it was not used and the resultant problems.

Introduction

By the late 1990’s, interest in Value Engineering (VE) had 
waned and many believed VE was basically dead. Acquisition 
Reform with its emphasis on performance-based specifi cations 
had many people convinced that VE had no place in this new 
environment. Many of the people with vested interest in VE 
were leaving government and industry. In 1997 Raytheon Mis-
sile Systems (RMS) recognized the weakness of many of its in-
ternal VE eff orts and initiated a team to reenergize VE within 
the organization. Based on RMS’ actions, the Navy got inter-
ested when many Standard Missile Value Engineering Change 
Proposals (VECPs) were initiated. Later, the Navy partnered 
with RMS to form a cross program VE Team in 1999.

Th ese eff orts continue to this day. A Customer Team that 
meets annually has been formed. Th e team consists of Raythe-
on VE Advocates--Project Managers, Engineers, Supply Chain 
Management, and Contracts; Government advocates include 
Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) Representa-
tives and Customers. Th e Contracts team and the technical 
team each meet quarterly. Usually there is a large meeting of 
both groups on an annual or longer basis. Th ey share what 
they have learned in dealing with the various customers.

At these meetings, RMS VE Champions share RMS 
initiatives. RMS VE Project Leads present status of projects 
and Government Reps comment on their needs and project 
direction. It is important to track funds used and savings 
achieved for VE to emphasize its importance to management. 
Within RMS, a fund has been established to provide unbur-
dened funding from engineering to use for charging eff orts 
for VECPs up to the point of acceptance by the government 
which eliminates the need to use program funds for these ef-
forts. It is through a presentation at these meetings that Ray-
theon realized the value of a System Engineering approach to 
VE. Th is paper refl ects that fi nding.

While the use of VECPs has, in total worked well for both 
the Government and the contractor, on some programs, par-
ticularly those for major weapon systems, using VECPs has 
lead to a few sub-optimizations. Th e VECP proposed savings 
on one component or subsystem, may be realized, but it can 
result in increased costs to other related components or sub-
systems. Th is paper will examine how using a System Engi-
neering approach to VECPs takes into account the eff ect of 
changes to a total system.

Background

Raytheon’s RMS Business Unit is responsible for the de-
velopment and production of complex missile weapon sys-
tems. Th ese systems are traditionally made up of an operator, a 
fi re control system, a launch platform, and a missile. A missile 
may be positioned at a fi xed location or mounted for travel ei-
ther on a human shoulder, a land vehicle, a ship or an aircraft. 
Figure 1, depicts a typical missile which is a portion of the 
weapon system. Th ere are generally four elements to a missile 
(warhead, propulsion (rocket motor), airframe, and guidance 
and control (guidance section, control section, wings, and 
fi ns). As you can see from the description above, these systems 
contain many related subsystems and components.

Systems Engineering

Th e discipline of Systems Engineering is “intended to be 
the integrating mechanism for balanced solutions addressing 
capability needs, design considerations and constraints, as well 
as, limitations imposed by technology, budget, and schedule”. 
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(DOD 5000.1) In other words, systems engineering is a disci-
plined approach addressing the inter-workings of these many 
subsystems to make the system work as a whole.

Modifying a previously operational system to reduce cost 
or improve performance requires the use of systems functional 
analysis. Overall functionality of a system should be under-
stood before alternatives to components are selected. Decom-
position of the system should occur to get an understanding 
of how the candidate alternative components work together as 
an integrated whole to provide functionality at the component 
and system levels, and how the achieved functionality relates 
to the overall desired performance of the system.

Issues with VE’s at Raytheon

VECPs for long life-cycle Department of Defense (DOD) 
products (in Raytheon’s case, missile weapon systems) inher-
ently occur after a product has started production. Life cycles 
for these products can take up to 10 years or longer. In these 
cases products have been tested and proved out during the 
development cycle, but because it took ten years to get to pro-
duction, components in these products may already be obso-
lete or cost too much.

Some VECPs implemented at Raytheon in the past con-
centrated primarily on the change at the component level. 
No systems engineering techniques were used to analyze the 
proposed changes. One example dealt with a change within 
the guidance section (see fi gure 1), specifi cally dealing with an 
item used for optical sensing. Th e component was a one-piece 
mirror, being phased out by the manufacturer. Raytheon was 
forced to consider alternatives. Th e alternative chosen was a 
three-piece mirror. Th is alternative was chosen because it re-
duced the unit price, provided the same performance, and was 
readily available. Th is component was then installed into the 
system during the production phase. During a routine check 
of the production missiles it was noticed that the guidance 
section was no longer working within the specifi ed operational 
limits. Upon further investigation, it was discovered that the 

original one-piece mirror had compensation factors for mass 
properties injected into another component (fi rmware) in 
another portion of the system. Th e three-piece mirrors had 
diff erent mass properties and the guidance section was com-
pensating for the wrong measurements. Th e production line 
was shutdown, a full investigation occurred, and as a result, 
the missile program incurred increased costs across the system 
to fi x the problem.

Approach to Solving the Problem

Th ere are many techniques and processes available to per-
form systems functional analysis and decomposition as out-
lined in DOD 5000.11. Th e Society of American Value En-
gineers (SAVE) International also provides a methodology to 
perform functional analysis. Th is technique is called Function 
Analysis System Technique (FAST) and is taught in the Certi-
fi ed Value Management Module I and II Training Courses. It 
was fi rst conceived by Charles W. Bytheway in 19652, as a way 
to methodically organize and show the operational relation-
ships of a technical system. Th e FAST technique was used for 
years in VE to analyze costs; however, the technique has also 
proven useful in Engineering Design.

Th e concept of function in VE has been a powerful tool, 
but until the introduction of FAST, attention was focused on 
the functional aspects of an item and was used to show the 
diff erence between basic and secondary functions and to de-
termine the functions of a product by dividing it into manage-
able parts. Th e FAST diagram uses this basic concept to build 
on and improve the process.

In FAST the functions of a system are identifi ed and dis-
played graphically using a “how?” and “why?” relationship and 
inter-relationships of its various functions. It also shows the 
technical system’s relationships to the external system of which 
it is a part.

To develop a FAST diagram, all known “functions” that 
can be associated with the system both internally and exter-
nally are identifi ed using a verb-noun combination. Th e verb 

Figure 1. Missile diagram

1 https://akss.dau.mil/dag/DoD5000.asp?view=document&doc=1 Th e Defense Acquisition System
2 J.K. Fowlkes, W.F. Ruggles, J.D. Groothuis, “Advanced Fast Diagraming”, Proceedings of the SAVE Conference, 1972
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should be an active one such as “rotate, move, control, etc.” 
which demonstrates the “eff ect” of the activity that is per-
formed. Passive or indirect verbs should be avoided.

Th e noun used should provide a general description of the 
operation which is taking place. Th ese nouns may be identi-
fi ed as some form of material, energy, information, or abstrac-
tion (such as reliability).

Th e authors chose a modifi ed FAST approach to perform 
the functional analysis for the next example. Th e objective of 
the value engineering change in the next example was to re-
place an inertial measurement unit (IMU) found in the control 
section of the missile (see fi gure 1). Th e inertial measurement 
unit is a component used to measure relative body motion 
of the missile as it moves. Th e original IMU priced at $32K, 
was approximately 7 years old, reliable and very accurate. A 
cursory look at the market indicated that an IMU that uses a 
diff erent technology, but has the equivalent performance was 
priced at approximately $10K. Implementing the new IMU 
would result in a $22K savings per unit. It seemed obvious 

based on the above information that the lower priced IMU 
should be immediately implemented. But, how did Raytheon 
proceed without making the same mistake mentioned above?

Using the FAST Methodology, Raytheon, began to iden-
tify the functions of the original IMU by physically tearing a 
unit down and by asking three questions of FAST functional 
analysis: What is it? What does it do? and What must it do? 
Each function was documented and categorized into basic, 
dependent and independent functions. A Classical FAST dia-
gram was created to depict the functions within the original 
IMU. See fi gure 2.

Th e same process was then used on the proposed new 
IMU. See fi gure 3.

Looking at the two diagrams, there is a diff erence between 
the high order function in the original IMU (Generate Delta 
V & T) vs. the high order function in the new IMU (Calculate 
Inertial PVT). Th is discovery led Raytheon to realize that a 
one for one replacement without impacting another portion 
of the system was highly unlikely.

Figure 2. Example of an original IMU FAST diagram
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Th e FAST approach was then modifi ed. Raytheon took 
the higher order functions from both FAST diagrams and 
placed them on new FAST diagrams as low order functions. 
Th e FAST functional questions were asked again (What is it? 
What does it do? and What must it do?) on the next upper 
level assembly in the system. Th ese FAST diagrams are de-
picted in fi gures 4 and 5 below.

Notice the high order functions between the original Nav-
igation Processor (Command Control) and the new Naviga-
tion Processor (Command Control). Th ey are the same. Th is 
indicates that any functions above this assembly level will re-
main the same and the changes to the system will stop within 
the Navigation Processor. Had the high order functions be-
tween the original Navigation Processor and the new Naviga-
tion Processor been diff erent, another set of FAST diagrams 
at the next level of the system would have been created. Th is 
process would have continued up each level of abstraction un-
til each set (original and new) of FAST diagrams high order 
functions were identical.

Th e benefi t to this modifi ed approach: inter-relationships 
of the lower level components to the upper level become obvi-
ous, when FAST diagrams depicting the next level of abstrac-
tion are created. For the IMU example, Raytheon could not 
make a one for one change when swapping out the IMU. Vari-
ous types of trade studies (requirements, interfaces, software, 
electrical and mechanical) were then performed on each level 
of the system that depicted a diff erence in the FAST diagrams. 
Th ese studies documented all necessary components across the 
system that would change based on implementing the new 
IMU.

Conclusion

As shown above, Raytheon has had some issues imple-
menting VECPs which has led to sub-optimizations in other 
areas of the weapon system. Th e modifi ed FAST approach has 
proven itself as a viable approach in these situations. When 
using the modifi ed FAST approach, any negative eff ects of the 

Figure 3,.Example of a new proposed IMU FAST diagram
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Figure 4. Example of an original navigation processor

Figure 5. Example of a new navigation processor
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VECP can be neutralized and may result in increased savings 
and performance for the entire system.
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Information Value Attributes and Assessment Methods:
A Construct from a Traffi c and Traveller Information 

Perspective
Maila Herrala, Pekka Leviäkangas & Harri Haapasalo

Abstract

Modern information services off er new business oppor-
tunities, but the value of information must be assessed prop-
erly. Th e objective of this study was to create an intelligible 
framework of attributes that contribute to information value 
and introduce applicable methods to valuate information. Th e 
empirical focus is on traffi  c and traveller information services, 
from which all the examples are drawn. On the basis of the ex-
isting literature the authors identifi ed and listed information 
value attributes and created a framework to obtain a compre-
hensive view of these. Valuation approaches and techniques 
were also identifi ed and were linked with each value attribute 
to assist in the actual valuation process. Th e outcomes of the 
review and analysis facilitate the value engineering of new and 
existing information services

Keywords

Value; Information; Valuation; Assessment

Introduction

New business opportunities for information service pro-
viders are emerging from the rapid development of informa-
tion technology, and new services are fast penetrating the mar-
ket (see e.g. Gan and Lin 2007, van Arem et al. 2006). For 
example, services in the modern transportation system (usu-
ally referred to as ITS, Intelligent Transport System) include 
navigation, monitoring and traffi  c information services (Li et 
al. 2006) to locate, route, track and trace shipments and ve-
hicles and get real-time information on traffi  c and travel situ-
ations. Th ese services improve the productivity, effi  ciency and 
eff ectiveness of the whole transport system. Th ey also increase 
safety and generate savings in time and monetary terms (Ng et 
al. 2006, Toledo and Beinhaker 2006). For example, weather 
information for drivers, transport operators and infrastructure 
managers can be signifi cant in a very concrete manner as dem-
onstrated by Hautala and Leviäkangas (2007). 

Th e objective of this article is to show an intelligible 
framework of attributes that contribute to information value 

and of assessment methods that can be applied to the value of 
information. More precisely, the authors have the following 
research questions on their agenda:

What attributes contribute to information value?

What applicable valuation approaches and techniques can 
be found and how are they inter-related?

What valuation approaches and techniques seem to apply 
to diff erent attributes?

We keep a close eye at all times on traffi  c and traveller 
information services, or ITS services to put it more generally. 
Th is is simply because of the authors’ professional background, 
but we believe that this article has more generic application 
areas.

Th e theoretical foundation for this paper comes from the 
existing literature, but follows the logic of practical operations 
in information service production. Th e approach is descriptive 
and the necessary mathematics are kept simple and to a mini-
mum. Th e main results are summed up in the tables.

Theory of Information Value

One of the early presenters of the principles of informa-
tion value theory was Howard (1966). He extended the infor-
mation theory developed by Shannon (1948) by adding eco-
nomic and decision theoretical aspects to information theory. 
Th ese and more recent studies form the basis of our study and 
pave the way for our theoretical foundation, which can be de-
scribed with three key terms: information, value and utility 
(Figure 1).

Information is data (symbols, images, text, sound), which 
has been processed, manipulated or organised in such a way 
that it adds to the knowledge of the receiver. With perfect in-
formation, which precisely and unambiguously identifi es the 
present state of a situation, it is possible to achieve the maxi-
mum potential value of information. Perfect information is 
easiest to assess and the value of an informed decision is great-
est when using perfect information. Worthless information 
has no pragmatic value and its inclusion or exclusion does not 
have an eff ect on a particular decision. Current information 
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is what is available at the point of consideration. (Lawrence 
1999, Williamson 1982)

Value can be explained by value theory, which investi-
gates what value is and how people value diff erent things. It 
examines the role of values explaining human behaviour and 
decision-making, but also the dimensions of value (Rescher 
1982). Value, as we see it in this case, can be divided into per-
sonal, social, economical and environmental values. Personal 
value relates to the things we consider valuable and how we 
evaluate, for example, good and bad or right and wrong. Social 
values are related to the tendency to let other members of the 
community aff ect an individual’s own behaviour (Schumpeter 
1908-9). By economic value we usually mean the monetary 
or utility value of some product or service. Financial value is 
sometimes distinguished from wider economic values, because 
it considers purely “cash values” compared to externalities 
(such as environment, safety and values to third parties) that 
are not priced in explicit cash terms. Financial value is closest 
to the market value of a commodity. Environmental values 
emphasise ecological health and concentrate on reducing the 
eff ects of pollution, waste discharges and deposits. Environ-
mental value can be transformed into economic value, as is 
done for example when valuing pollution and safety. If these 
values are internalised, e.g., through taxation or subsidies, they 
are quickly adopted into market and fi nancial values.

Utility theory links value and value theory to consumer 
demand and to the benefi ts users can obtain by using a prod-
uct. Utility is a measure of the relative satisfaction (value) the 
user realises by using the product or service.

Approaches to the Value of Information

Information attributes
Information attributes are the characteristics of infor-

mation and they can be considered through the quality and 
dynamics of information. Quality of information is defi ned 

through the requirements of diff erent users who in diff erent 
circumstances have diff erent quality requirements. Informa-
tion is also more valuable when solving an exceptional situa-
tion that deviates from the normal. Th us, information quality 
(and value) is very context-specifi c and contingent. Informa-
tion dynamics, instead, means the impact of time and place on 
the value of information. For example, a user is more willing 
to pay for alternative route choice information while sitting in 
congestion than when away from the congested road.

Th ere is no general agreement on what the dimensions of 
information quality are, but in many studies the same attri-
butes are repeated. Cycana et al. (1996) present six data qual-
ity requirements, namely accuracy, completeness, consistency, 
timeliness, uniqueness and validity. Freiden et al. (1998) intro-
duce form, accuracy, completeness and timeliness as informa-
tion quality dimensions. Also content, timeliness, format and 
cost are proposed (Ahituv et al. 1981, Ahituv 1989). Feltham 
et al. (1968) would like to put emphasis on relevance, timeli-
ness and accuracy. Other quality attributes that occur are reli-
ability (Brownstone and Small 2005), availability (Anderson 
et al. 2006) and accessibility (O’reilly 1982). All of these and a 
few additional attributes are presented in Table 1 in alphabeti-
cal order. Th ese information attributes build up the total value 
of information.

Information can also have a negative value, for example if 
information is in the wrong place at the wrong time. Although 
this information is otherwise benefi cial it can in some cases 
cause distractions and yield a negative value for information. 
Good examples of this are mobile phone usage while driving 
and irrelevant information on taxi drivers’ driving computers. 
Information value does not build up only from the right deci-
sions, which provide benefi ts, but also from avoiding wrong 
decisions causing a negative value. A decision that is optimal 
in some cases can be fatal in another. Th ese uncertainties in 
decision-making and also in valuation of information just 

Figure 1. Conceptual framework for the value of information
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Table 1 Information value attributes

Accessibility Accessibility means the ease of use and access of information. It includes the information mode and media 
through which information is delivered (e.g. personal devices, internet, voice, displays) but also the reliability 
of the information system.

Accuracy Accuracy means that information is free of error (Cykana et al. 1996). Accurate information describes the 
right phenomena with the right characteristics. Inaccurate information can be misleading and even harmful 
(Freiden et al 1998).

Availability Availability refers to how often information is available when it should be (Kulmala & Karhumäki 2007). It 
can also be seen as the sum of 1) coverage, which indicates from how wide an area a system provides data; 
2) volume, which tells how much information is acquired from one measurement point; and 3) consistency, 
which is described later in this table (Anderson et al. 2006).

Completeness Completeness refers to how complete the information at hand is about the subject. Incomplete information 
can be completely useless, cause misunderstandings or have reduced value. (Freiden et al 1998)

Consistency Consistent information is coherent and logical throughout. Is describes the degree to which information 
satisfi es a set of constraints. (Cykana et al. 1996) It also demands the same quality for all information in the 
system (Anderson et al. 2006).

Contents Information content can be divided into information about the physical environment and information 
about behaviour or the way of action of other individuals (Hirshleifer 1973). Information content should be 
organised in such a way that it is of use to users (Freiden et al 1998).

Cost Cost relates to the attributes of acquiring or providing the information (Ahituv 1989). Only information of 
which the cost is less than its perceived value should be produced or acquired (Feltham 1968).

Effectiveness Effectiveness means the effect information has on the user. Effective information may change the user’s 
behaviour or his/her way of perceiving the surroundings.

Form Form refers to the mode and medium through which information is delivered to users. In different contexts of 
use, users prefer different information modes such as pictures versus text and different media like Internet 
or mobile. (Ahituv 1989, Freiden et al 1998)

Objectivity Subjectivity in the data production process can cause a reduction in a source’s reputation. Coded or 
interpreted data is of lower value to users and over time the subjective nature of data accumulates, 
questioning the credibility and reputation of the source. (Strong et al. 1997)

Relevance Relevance is an important characteristic when seeking information. Only relevant information is useful to the 
decision maker and it is expected to affect positively measured payoffs. Relevant information has a positive 
value, which depends on changes in the decision maker’s action. (Feltham 1968)

Reliability In the fi eld of transport, reliability is usually related to the use of time and referenced to possible late arrival, 
waiting or uncertainty. Reliability relates also to random effects like vehicle breakdowns and signal failures 
(Bates et al. 2001).

Reputation The reputation of an information source is gained from the quality of its information. Poor quality information 
leads to a poor reputation. A reputation can develop on a factual or non-factual basis, but once a reputation 
of poor quality spreads, the data source is viewed to have little added value to the user, resulting in reduced 
use. (Strong et al. 1997)

Timeliness Timeliness refers to how up to date information is (Cykana et al. 1996, Freiden et al 1998). Time, when data 
is sent and received, is often critical for decision-making and realised action. It may affect the expected 
payoff and cause the loss of opportunity (Feltham 1968). Out-of-date information is useless and is usually of 
little or no value (Freiden et al 1998).

Uniqueness Information is unique if it is one of its kinds and there is nothing equivalent (Cykana et al. 1996). Unique 
information gives the user the possibility to benefi t from the situation in which he/she is the only one 
possessing that information.

Validity In social sciences, validity means the extent to which a measuring instrument measures what it is intended 
to measure (Carmines and Zeller 1979). In logic and as an information quality attribute it means rather that 
with true premises one cannot end up with a false conclusion (Encyclopædia Britannica).
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need to be accepted.
Th e attributes of information are not independent, but 

overlap and intertwine with each other. For instance, ‘acces-
sibility’ is partly a function of ‘form’, ‘reliability’ and ‘avail-
ability’ because information can be accessed if it is presented 
in the right form and is reliably available. Even ‘cost’ could be 
added to this function because if the cost is too high for the 
user, accessibility for low-income users could be reduced.

Information user groups
Examining users’ information needs and their decision 

problems facilitates the understanding of information use en-
vironment and valuation of information (Lawrence 1999). It 
is also important to consider providers, customers and suppli-
ers of information because they all have diff erent goals and de-
rive diff erent benefi ts compared to users and each other. One 
should not forget or mix society’s viewpoint with the user’s 
viewpoint either when determining information value (Repo 
1986).

End User
By ‘the end user’ in this study we mean individuals, con-

sumers and organisations who might need and order traffi  c or 
transport information, for example travellers, commuters, taxi 
drivers, transport operators and so on.

A user’s evaluation process is based on goal setting and 
having certain needs and expectations to fulfi l. Th e outcomes 
of some activity are often compared with these prerequisites 
and in this way the utility and value of information can be 
determined. Th ere is also a set of factors that aff ect the user’s 
fi nal decision on using the information, behaving according 
to it and the fi nal outcomes. However, as the list might not be 
exhaustive most of the following factors need to be taken into 
consideration before a fi nal value from a user’s perspective can 
be derived:

Th e fi rst factor is a user’s socio-demographic environment. 
Information value varies with an individual’s income, physical 
conditions, behavioural patterns, age, sex and even car owner-
ship (Brownstone and Small 2005, Jiang and Morikawa 2004, 
SPECTRUM 2004). Th e awareness of the environment, like 
the traveller’s initial knowledge of alternative routes and traffi  c 
situations, also aff ects the value (see e.g. Chorus et al. 2005). 

Secondly, diff erent traffi  c conditions and travel purposes 
create diff erent needs for information and its content. Trip 
type and length, route and travel mode and traffi  c conditions 
all have their own eff ect on the value of information. Diff erent 
travel purposes also acquire diff erent patterns of time arrange-
ment and diff erent budgets, which further creates diff erent 
perceptions of the value of time (Jiang and Morikawa 2004). 
Traffi  c variability and uncertainty has, also, an eff ect on valuing 
traffi  c information and travel time savings. A traveller facing 
great uncertainty in travel conditions due to an unexpected in-

cident is more willing to acquire real-time travel information 
than a traveller not facing any problems. Traveller behaviour 
determines whether new technologies succeed in using scarce 
road space more effi  ciently. (Emmerink et al. 1996) Diff er-
ent studies (Emmerink et al. 1996, Engelson 2003, Yang and 
Meng 2001) have shown that travel information has a signifi -
cant eff ect on traveller behaviour. Travel information induces 
changes in route and departure times (Emmerink et al. 1996, 
Khattak et al. 2003) but also in transport mode selection (Ke-
nyon and Lyons 2003). 

Acquiring information can also give a user comfort and 
pleasure that is of value. Comfort level is related to comfort, 
convenience, reliability and punctuality of travel services, traf-
fi c conditions such as congestions or free fl ow, and weather 
conditions during travel (Jiang and Morikawa 2004).

Firms
Firms can be divided into three business types: provid-

ers of data or information, suppliers of information services 
and customers who utilise the information. All these parties 
have their own expectations and valuation starting points, but 
the ultimate goal is the same—they need to make a profi t. 
Th e easiest way to measure information value from a fi rm’s 
perspective is to measure the net revenue generated by the 
information. How much does information cost, how much 
profi t can each party get by moving it forward and what are 
the fi nancial rewards when utilising information? End user 
satisfaction and willingness to pay is also of interest to all three 
aforementioned parties.

Typical expenses that the providers of data and suppliers 
of services have to cover are the equipment and personnel for 
operation and data collection. Th ese expenses form the thresh-
old value of information. When adding other expenses, like 
marketing and maintenance and gross profi t, the total value of 
information from the provider’s point of view is gained. Travel 
information supply typically produces economies of scale, and 
thus competition in the traffi  c information market exists only 
in large metropolitan areas (Khattak et al. 2003).

SocietySociety
Society’s view of the value of information is perhaps the 

most challenging to defi ne. Society includes users and fi rms 
within the range of the information system (‘system’ being 
understood widely here) but also external stakeholders and 
external impacts. Society’s goals are related to seamless traffi  c 
fl ow, traffi  c safety and a clean environment (Figure 2). Th ese 
can be achieved by supporting the building of information 
services and encouraging travellers and transport operators to 
use them. Th is yields more rational traffi  c behaviour and a bet-
ter utilisation rate of the transport infrastructure. 

Benefi ts of traffi  c information are strongly dependent on 
social structure, attitudes of residents, size and structure of 
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a viewed area, volume of commutation and public services. 
Users’ change in travel behaviour directly aff ects the usage of 
alternative travel modes and other traffi  c attributes like traffi  c 
volume, fl exibility, fl uency and safety. According to a study, 
only less than 25% of travellers change their travel behav-
iour because of the supplied information (Kenyon and Lyons 
2003). Th us, it is reasonable to expect at least small changes 
in overall travel and traffi  c behaviour. Safety improvements, 
such as those enabled by an automatic emergency call system 
(e-Call), may also yield to substantial economic value when 
internalising reduced accident costs (Virtanen 2005).

Society can fund diff erent information services if it sees 
external benefi ts exceeding the required funding. Providing 
the service might not be fi nancially profi table without soci-
ety’s support, but both sides—society, represented typically by 
a public authority, and private service providers and distribu-
tors—might be able to realise a gain if external benefi ts are 

signifi cant. Examples of such valuations have been given by 
e.g. Hautala and Leviäkangas (2007), Leviäkangas and Hau-
tala (2003) and Öörni et al. (2007).

Information service value chain
Th e value chain of information services (Figure 3) helps 

pinpoint the aforementioned information users and valuators 
from data providers to the end users of information. If we 
add external benefi ciaries and benefi ts not accounted for by 
in-system stakeholders, we in fact have a fairly complete view 
of the value chain. Information value usually increases when 
moving further down the value chain because of processing 
and phrasing of data. Th e quality of information can, however, 
sometimes decrease when the information passes through so 
many parties, modifi cations and time from data collection to 
usage that is becomes irrelevant or outdated. Th e longer the 
chain, the more potential contractual complexities, confl icts 
of interests, and transaction costs there are. Th ese might in the 
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The normative approach is based on decision theory and is analytical in nature. Information 
value is determined by the worth of the decision or rather by the increased value of decisions 
made with new information (Dué 1997, Iyengar 1996). Thus normative valuation concentrates on 
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how information value is acquired after carrying out diff er-
ent phases of an information system from a decision-making 
perspective (Figure 4). Information functions thus serve the 
decision-making functions and together can be regarded as an 
information system. Th e view adopted here originates from 
organisational and decision making theories.

Th e normative approach is based on decision theory and normative approach is based on decision theory and normative
is analytical in nature. Information value is determined by the 
worth of the decision or rather by the increased value of deci-
sions made with new information (Dué 1997, Iyengar 1996). 
Th us normative valuation concentrates on the behaviour, pref-
erences and actions of the decision maker. Th e objective of this 
assessment is to derive an expected value of imperfect informa-
tion and also to consider the fact that a decision maker wishes 
to maximise payoff s yielded from the possible alternatives. 
(Ahituv 1989, Iyengar 1996) Th e basic steps of this approach 
consist of specifying alternative actions, states, probabilities of 
states, conditional outcomes and fi nally the action environ-
ment, i.e., the relevant variables, relationships and parameter 
values. By using the appropriate assessment method the ex-
pected value is calculated for each outcome and the outcome 
producing the highest expected payoff  is used to make the de-
cision. (Iyengar 1996)

Th e normative approach holds both research and technical 
problems. It is hard to model the real life information system 
with its dynamic action environment and integrate it into an 
existing theoretical model. Many of the models also become so 
complex that analytical or even heuristic valuation is not likely 
to be resolved. (Ahituv 1989)

Th e realistic value of information is acquired by provid-value of information is acquired by provid-value
ing a decision maker with diff erent information sets and mea-
suring the diff erences in performance. A change in informa-
tion attributes, for example from graphic data to tabular, also 
changes the outcomes of the decision problem and thus the 
value of information. Th e realistic approach is empirical in 
nature and the information system needs to be prototyped or 
implemented before the value can be measured (Dué 1997). 

In real life these studies are rare because isolating the eff ects 
of an information system from the eff ects of other factors is 
diffi  cult and there is seldom enough “before and after” data 
available (Ahituv 1989). In an ITS context, such before-af-
ter studies have been carried out, for example, on the impact 
analysis of variable message signs (see e.g. Rämä 2001). 

Perceived value of information is a user’s subjective evalua-Perceived value of information is a user’s subjective evalua-Perceived value
tion of an information system. Th e starting point for this em-
pirical approach is that a user recognises the utility he/she can 
gain from an information system and turns these into mon-
etary units or ranking scales. (Ahituv 1989, Dué 1997)

Perceived value can be investigated, for example, by assess-
ing how much a user is willing to pay for maintaining a certain 
information system or some of its features (Ahituv 1989, Dué 
1997). Another method is based on semantic scales where us-
ers are asked to mark their preferences for a certain system 
or its features on a semantic diff erential scale (usually rang-
ing from 1 to 7, i.e. Likert’s scale). Th e third method assesses 
perceived value indirectly by observing the intensity of use of 
an information system. Th is method assumes that a system is 
used more frequently if users believe that it is of value to them. 
(Ahituv 1989)

One problem with the perceived value approach is that it 
is subjective in nature. An information system that is highly 
valued by one person might be judged as useless by another. 
Another problem is encountered when trying to determine the 
characteristics of information systems and their dimensions, 
because there is no universal agreement on these (Iyengar 
1996). Th e third problem relates to the point of measurement 
(Figure 5). Th e object to be measured, the information system, 
is close to a measurement point and the experiment is easier to 
control, but the real outcomes are far from the measurement 
instrument. Th erefore, perceived value might have nothing to 
do with the real value of the system.

Information value assessment techniques
One technique is to measure and determine the user’s 

willingness to pay (WTP) for some information content. Th is willingness to pay (WTP) for some information content. Th is willingness to pay
is not straightforward, because WTP is aff ected by issues such 
as uncertainty, information awareness, information content, 
information use and situational, contextual and socio-eco-
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Figure 5 Measuring perceived and realistic values (revised from Ahituv 1989, p.320-321)Figure 5. Measuring perceived and realistic values (revised from Ahituv 1989, p.320-321)
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nomical factors (Wolinetz 2001).
One method for evaluating WTP is presented by Breidert 

(2006) under the name “Price Estimation Scene”. Th e method 
was conducted by presenting a set of diff erent product profi les 
with assigned prices to users and asking if they were willing 
to buy the presented product profi le. By changing the price 
of the same product profi le it is possible to fi nd a maximum 
amount and minimum amount a user is willing to pay for a 
product set with a given utility level. (Breidert 2006) 

Several studies have also been conducted to determine 
WTP for travel information. Customised information, work 
trips, listening to radio traffi  c reports, longer trips and travel 
times, travel frequency and reason to travel all have a positive 
eff ect on user WTP (see e.g. Khattak et al. 2003, Kitamura et 
al. 1995, Wolinetz 2001). WTP changes also in relation to a 
traveller’s income, travel mode and e.g. whether he/she owns a 
cellular phone (see Wolinetz 2001). WTP can vary according 
to payment method, because users might be more willing to 
pay monthly fees instead of single payments, or vice versa, or 
payments could be volume or time based. Market conditions 
that aff ect WTP might change also. For example, corporate 
mobile phones paid for by employers might quickly create 
markets for traffi  c and travel information because the cost of 
the service is transferred from the user (traveller or driver) to 
a third party (employer), 
whose willingness to pay is 
diff erent from that of the 
user.

It is notable that infor-
mation concerning user WTP needs to be gathered from real 
customers in real markets in order to get realistic and valid re-
sults. Criticism has been levelled at WTP in that it might give 
biased price estimates (Hausman 1993). Th erefore, what is 
relevant to recall is that WTP is never a market test and might 
often undershoot what the real market is willing to pay.

Another technique is quantitative assessment of a product’s quantitative assessment of a product’s quantitative assessment
value. It follows three simple steps: (1) measure the quantity 
of the product, (2) assess the value of one unit of the product, 
and (3) multiply the value of one unit by the total number 
of units of the product to gain the total value of the product. 
We may use the same procedure for evaluating information as 
well. Information quantity could be measured in regard to the 
number of characters, the number of bits, or for example the 
size of a fi le. Th e problem is not, however, to determine the 
measures of information quantity but to assess a value of one 
quantity. Th ere might not 
be a direct relation between 
the size and the value of a 
data set. (Ahituv 1989) In 
particular, quantitative as-
sessment is completely detached from information value at-

tributes—except for the attribute “quantity”. 
One engineering tool for measuring data quantities is 

entropy function. It was fi rst introduced by Shannon (1948) 
in his mathematical theory of communication. Entropy func-
tion measures the average length of a message that can be sent 
lossless to a recipient. Many studies from diff erent fi elds have 
attempted to use entropy function to measure the value of 
information. Th ese attempts have always confronted the same 
inherent defi ciency of the function: it accounts only for the 
probability of the occurrence of events, not their meanings 
(Ahituv 1989, Wegen and Hoog 1996).

Th e economic assessment technique is analytical in charac-economic assessment technique is analytical in charac-economic assessment technique
ter. Williamson (1982) presents an example where a manager 
needs to decide between two diff erent actions to maximise the 
profi t on the basis of two possible events. Expected value of 
perfect information (EVPI) can be calculated as the diff erence 
between expected total profi t, knowing which event will in 
fact occur and the expected total profi t with current informa-
tion. Th is is not however a very realistic approach because it 
is not usually possible to get perfect information, rather only 
additional information. Expected value of sample information
(EVSI) is the diff erence between expected payoff  given addi-
tional information and the expected payoff  with current infor-
mation. (Williamson 1982) 

Hilton (1979) presents a function for information value 
based on economic and statistical decision theory:

where h denotes the information system, π denotes the pay-h denotes the information system, π denotes the pay-h
off , p(x) the prior probability density function (PDF), p(x|y, 
h) posterior PDF and p(y|h) PDF over Y which is the set of 
signals from the system h. Th e appearance may be somewhat 
challenging for practical purposes, but actually the formula 
just gives the value of information by subtracting the former 
sum of utility function from the maximum utility after the use 
of information (Repo 1989).

Lawrence (1999) presents a very similar method for infor-
mation value. He bases his calculations on the ex-post value of 
the message y. It measures the overall impact of the message 
on the decision maker’s payoff  and is the diff erence between 
terminal payoff  under optimal action ay and under prior ac-
tion a0 in the realised state x:
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In the real world the decision maker faces different uncertainties because of the ex-ante nature 
of decision-making. That is why available options need to be evaluated and compared with the 
expected value of a certain function having some probability distribution. The expected value of 
information can be calculated as follows: 
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Expected value of information with information structure I
= expected payoff after using message (prior to choosing and using the source)
    – expected payoff without the source 

V(I) is thus the maximum amount a decision maker should pay for incorporating information into 
decision making to expect to be better off. (Lawrence 1999) 

In the end Williamson (1982), Hilton (1979) and Lawrence (1999) basically share the same 
method: information value is the difference between maximum expected payoff (=maximum 
utility) with information and without information, rooting from classical decision-making and 
expectancy theories. 

There is definitely also a need for qualitative assessment of information value attributes, such 
as accuracy, validity, relevance, timeliness, credibility, and so on. Instead of assessing only the 
effect of information on a decision and outcomes we should also concentrate on evaluating the 
effect and significance of different quality attributes. (Lawrence 1999) 
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and the expected total profit with current information. This is not however a very realistic 
approach because it is not usually possible to get perfect information, rather only additional 
information. Expected value of sample information (EVSI) is the difference between expected 
payoff given additional information and the expected payoff with current information. 
(Williamson 1982)  

Hilton (1979) presents a function for information value based on economic and statistical 
decision theory: 

� � �� � ���
��

Yy Xx XxAaAa
dxxpxadxdyhyphyxpxahU )(),(max)(),(),(max)( �� ,  (1) 

where h denotes the information system, � denotes the payoff, p(x) the prior probability density 
function (PDF), p(x|y, h) posterior PDF and p(y|h) PDF over Y which is the set of signals from 
the system h. The appearance may be somewhat challenging for practical purposes, but actually 
the formula just gives the value of information by subtracting the former sum of utility function 
from the maximum utility after the use of information (Repo 1989). 

Lawrence (1999) presents a very similar method for information value. He bases his 
calculations on the ex-post value of the message y. It measures the overall impact of the message 
on the decision maker’s payoff and is the difference between terminal payoff under optimal 
action ay and under prior action a0 in the realised state x:

),(),(),( 0axaxyx y ��� �� .    (2)

In the real world the decision maker faces different uncertainties because of the ex-ante nature 
of decision-making. That is why available options need to be evaluated and compared with the 
expected value of a certain function having some probability distribution. The expected value of 
information can be calculated as follows: 

� � ),(),( 0y|x axEaxEEIV xyy �� �� .    (3) 

Expected value of information with information structure I
= expected payoff after using message (prior to choosing and using the source)
    – expected payoff without the source 

V(I) is thus the maximum amount a decision maker should pay for incorporating information into 
decision making to expect to be better off. (Lawrence 1999) 

In the end Williamson (1982), Hilton (1979) and Lawrence (1999) basically share the same 
method: information value is the difference between maximum expected payoff (=maximum 
utility) with information and without information, rooting from classical decision-making and 
expectancy theories. 

There is definitely also a need for qualitative assessment of information value attributes, such 
as accuracy, validity, relevance, timeliness, credibility, and so on. Instead of assessing only the 
effect of information on a decision and outcomes we should also concentrate on evaluating the 
effect and significance of different quality attributes. (Lawrence 1999) 

In the real world the decision maker faces diff erent uncer-
tainties because of the ex-ante nature of decision-making. Th at 
is why available options need to be evaluated and compared 
with the expected value of a certain function having some 
probability distribution. Th e expected value of information 
can be calculated as follows:

Expected value of information with information struc-
ture I 

= expected payoff  after using message (prior to choosing 

and using the source) 

    – expected payoff  without the source

V(I) is thus the maximum amount a decision maker 
should pay for incorporating information into decision mak-
ing to expect to be better off . (Lawrence 1999)

In the end Williamson 
(1982), Hilton (1979) and 
Lawrence (1999) basically 
share the same method: in-

formation value is the diff erence between maximum expected 
payoff  (=maximum utility) with information and without in-
formation, rooting from classical decision-making and expec-
tancy theories.

Table 2. Framework of information value attributes (modifi ed from Ahituv et al. 1981, Ahituv 1989, Anderson et 
al. 2006, Bates et al. 2001, Brownstone and Small 2005, Cycana et al. 1996, Feltham et al. 1968, Freiden et al. 

1998, Hilton 1979, Hirshleifer 1973, O’Reilly 1982, Strong et al. 1997 and Wand and Wang 1996)

Value Attribute
Component of 
value attribute Key questions to describe the component

Accessibility & 
availability Mode & media

What is the information format? How is the information distributed? How can 
the information be accessed? Is the information accessible when needed? Is 
the access restricted?

Traceability Can the data source be identifi ed? Can the original data be traced?

Service reliability Is the information available when promised? Are the mode and media as 
promised?

Contents Accuracy Is the information free of error?

Uniqueness
Is the information the same for everyone? Is it possible to get customised 
information? Is it possible to benefi t from being only one having certain 
information?

Relevance Is the information something the user really needs? Does the information help 
to solve the problem at hand?

Completeness How complete is the information? Is there a defi cit?
Coverage How wide an area does the information cover?

Volume How frequently is the information updated? How much information can be 
accessed at the same time?

Timeliness Real-time Is the provided information real-time or refl ecting a relevant time point?
History Is the provided information based on collected data of past events?

Validity Unambiguity Does the information include obscurities?
Objectivity Can the information be considered objective?

Consistency Is the information coherent and logical?

Service reputation Are there competitive services? What kind of reputation does the service 
provider have?

Effectiveness Decision impact Can the information make the user change his/her decision, e.g. a route or a 
transport mode?

Benefi ts Does the information generate time-savings, increase comfort or enhance 
safety?

Cost Is the information free of charge? Is some of the information chargeable? How 
much does the information cost?
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Th ere is defi nitely also a need for qualitative assessment 
of information value attributes, such as accuracy, validity, rel-
evance, timeliness, credibility, and so on. Instead of assessing 
only the eff ect of information on a decision and outcomes we 
should also concentrate on evaluating the eff ect and signifi -
cance of diff erent quality attributes. (Lawrence 1999).

One useful method for assessing information attributes is 
the analytic hierarchy process (AHP). AHP is a method devel-
oped to help individuals in the decision-making process and in 
our case it can be used, for example, for assessing information 
characteristics. Measuring physical quantities is usually easy 
because there is some kind of measure (weight, length, vol-
ume) that stays constant in time and space in normal circum-
stances. Measuring, for example, social values or the character-
istics of some product or service is more complicated because 
properties change over time, space and in conjunction with 
other properties. (Saaty 1980) AHP has been applied in ITS 
investment evaluation by Leviäkangas and Lähesmaa (2002).

Information Value Measurement

Attributes contributing to information value
Value attributes can be classifi ed and arranged to create a 

general framework for information value attributes (Table 2). 
Th e table includes key questions to clarify the content of the 

Table 4. What information value attributes are weighted in different value assessment approaches and 
techniques?

Value 
attribute

Component of 
value attribute

Valuation approaches Valuation technique
Normative Realistic Perceived WTP Quantitative Economic Qualitative

Accessibility 
& availability

Mode & media x x x
Traceability x x
Service reliability x x x x

Contents

Accuracy x x x
Uniqueness x x x
Relevance x x x
Completeness x x x
Coverage x x x
Volume x x x x

Timeliness x x

Validity

Unambiguity x x
Objectivity x x
Consistency x x x x x x
Service 
reputation

x x x x

Effectiveness
Decision impact x x
Benefi ts x x x x x

Cost x x x

components of these attributes. If attributes and their com-
ponents are to be assessed separately, they should be treated 
independently.

One possible method for evaluating value attributes is to 
grade them separately and stress them with selected weigh-co-
effi  cients. Grading can for example be done according to how 
well diff erent attributes are noticed and how important they 
are in each case. It is then possible to evaluate the informa-
tion quality attributes by multiplying the score by correspond-
ing weights (see the example in Table 3). Th is method gives a 
suggestive value of information on the grounds of informa-
tion attributes. Th is is a simplifi cation for pragmatic valua-
tion problems at hand and disregards the fact that many at-
tributes overlap and are associated with each other through 
various mechanisms. Th ese mechanisms can be constructed 
on an ad hoc basis and even formalised if need be, and reject 
the assumption of independence. It goes without saying that 
the suggested attribute classifi cation is heuristic and represents 
the views of the authors. Ad hoc needs will dictate how the 
attribute “check-list” is to be applied.

Every party along the value chain assesses data and in-
formation diff erently based on their own preferences. Value 
is diff erent at every stage because data and information are 
constantly modifi ed and transferred forward in the value 
chain and valuation is conducted from diff erent perspectives. 
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In the upstream section of the value chain validity and avail-
ability may be more important than in the downstream parts, 
whereas the signifi cance of timeliness increases if information 
is meant to be given in real-time. We also know that the cost 
and the contents (quantity of information) usually increase as 
we move up the value chain.

Table 3 A simple example of information quality as-
sessment

Score (1-5) Weigh coeff. (0-3) Total
Accessibility 5 2 5*2=10
Timeliness 4 3 4*3=12

Cost 2 1 2*1=2
24 points

Selecting appropriate valuation approaches and 
techniques

Th e described approaches and techniques can be linked at 
least somewhat to value attributes. Th is helps to understand 
the philosophy behind various approaches and techniques and 
assists in the actual valuation process. In Table 4 the value at-
tributes are listed vertically and assessment approaches and 
techniques horizontally. A checkmark denotes that it is pos-
sible to assess the attribute’s relative value or quality with the 
approaches and techniques mentioned. Th is does not, howev-
er, mean that other possible applications should be neglected, 
even if they are not prioritised in the table. Each valuation 
case is in the end idiomorphic, its own kind and unique, and 
must be treated as such. Table 4 was compiled by the authors 
to provide some insights into which attributes at least should 
be noted in diff erent valuation situations involving various ap-
proaches and techniques.

Th e normative approach emphasises attributes that are 
relevant from the decision-making point of view. Hence the 
contents, availability and validity attributes should at least 
be considered. Th e realistic value, being empirical in nature, 
should emphasise especially the contents but also measurable 
or experienced dimensions such as eff ectiveness and cost. Also 
many accessibility attributes can be emphasised, because any 
change in these makes a great diff erence when measuring per-
formance with diff erent information sets. Perceived value cer-
tainly involves components of availability such as coverage of 
service, but also perceptions of contents such as uniqueness. 
In principle, the perceived value covers the most attributes be-
cause all of them can be considered as ‘perceived’, i.e., subjec-
tive according to the user. 

Th e valuation techniques can be assessed similarly. Th e 
WTP technique shares many aspects with perceived value and 
in fact can be considered most appropriate for that approach. 

Subjective perceptions on how useful some information is 
lead explicitly to statements on willingness to pay. Quanti-
tative techniques have some ground in realistic approach, 
the attributes being more or less empirical and measurable. 
Th e economic technique has to rely on monetised attributes, 
i.e., cost and eff ectiveness. Eff ectiveness can in many cases be 
monetised, as is done in standard benefi t-cost calculus, where 
both internal and external costs and benefi ts may be included. 
Qualitative techniques, such as multi-criteria analysis or AHP 
and similar, cover a wide range of attributes and are probably 
most commonly used across the ITS fi eld when assessing the 
functions enabled and impacts generated by information.

Conclusions 

In this paper we reviewed the theories on information 
value. Th e attributes for information quality and value were 
identifi ed and listed and a framework was created to obtain 
a comprehensive view of these (see Table 1). Th e framework 
consisted of seven attributes (accessibility, contents, availabil-
ity, timeliness, validity, eff ectiveness and cost) divided further 
into a number of components (see Table 2). In addition, key 
questions were listed to clarify the content of these compo-
nents. Also valuator perspectives—user, fi rm and society—
were identifi ed and the value chain of information services 
was explained.

Th e valuation approaches and techniques were linked with 
each value attribute, so that likely applicable approaches and 
techniques can be identifi ed for each attribute (see Table 3). 
We focused on examples and empirical material from trans-
portation, in particular from ITS. We imagine that many ITS 
researchers assess the impacts and usefulness of ITS services, 
either ex ante or ex post. Value engineering of ITS services 
should also be able to make use of our results. Clearly, how-
ever, the outcomes of the construct apply to multiple fi elds of 
information services.
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sure to take advantage of the SAVE member discounts on your conference 
registration.

 Yes! I wish to join/renew my membership! $ 

Conference Registration Category
GREAT VALUE! Conference registration includes ALL conference 
functions, social events, and the Government VM Conference. 
Technical program speakers and new members must submit discount 
vouchers with conference registrations to redeem their value.

“Early Bird” RECEIVED
RECEIVED BY AFTER

Attendee Category May 25, 2009 May 25, 2009

SAVE or Affi liated Member .......................SAVE or Affi liated Member .......................SAVE or Affi liated Member  $645  $745
Non-Member ...............................................Non-Member ...............................................Non-Member  $795  $895
Group (includes 5 individuals) ........................... $2,580  $2,980
Guest (accompanying attendee) ........................ $300  $300
Sustaining Corporate Member .................Sustaining Corporate Member .................Sustaining Corporate Member  $0  $0

Certifi cation Training Course Registration
Training Course SAVE Member Non-Member

Module I Basic Workshop*  $1,650  $1,900
Module II Advanced Seminar  $1,000  $1,250
AVS Certifi cation Exam  $60  $240

*The Module I registration fee includes the continental breakfasts, general 
assembly lunches, President’s Reception, Awards Banquet, Joint Social Event, 
and Government VM Conference.

Government VM Conference*
Attendee Category Admission Fee

Attending Government VM Conference ONLY  $150

Workshops
Attendee Category SAVE Member Non-Member

Advanced FAST Diagramming .................. $375  $450
Choosing by Advantages ............................ $375  $450
Getting Comfortable with FAST ............. $375  $450
How to Collaborate/Team Members ..... $375  $450
How to Select Contractors (4 hrs.) ....... $200  $275
Quantitative Risk Analysis ......................... $375  $450
Structured Brainstorming/TRIZ ............... $700  $950

Special Events à la Carte
Event # Attending Subtotal

President’s Reception ($50/person)  _________  $  ________

Awards Banquet ($75/person)  _________  $  ________

Joint Social Event ($50/person)  _________  $  ________

Total Amount Due
Subtotal ....................................................................................$

Multiple Workshop Discount! Deduct $100
if more than one workshop is selected ............................$

Voucher Discount (Voucher #_________________)
Attach your new member or speaker voucher and
deduct the voucher amount  ...............................................$

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE .........................$



Value World Editorial Policy

Value World is published by SAVE International and is distributed Value World is published by SAVE International and is distributed Value World
internationally. Value World welcomes articles on value engineering Value World welcomes articles on value engineering Value World
and related disciplines. Reprints or abstracts from other journals 
and periodicals are acceptable, provided that prior permission is 
obtained from the copyright holder(s).  Value World’s policy is to Value World’s policy is to Value World’s
provide a medium for contributors to express themselves profes-
sionally on advanced in the state of the art. Th e views expressed in 
Value World are neither approved nor disapproved by SAVE Inter-Value World are neither approved nor disapproved by SAVE Inter-Value World
national.

SAVE International Board of 
Directors

President: David C. Wilson, P.Eng., CVS

Executive Vice President: Katherine F. Bethany, CVS

Vice President-Finance & Administration: Howard B. Greenfi eld, 
PE, CVS-Life, FSAVE

Vice President-Global Aff airs: Craig L. Squires, AVS

Vice President-Construction: Stuart Sokloff , PE

Vice President-Manufacturing: James D. Bolton, PE, CVS,PVM

Vice President-Government: Brandy J. Alexander, AVS

Vice-President Education: Steven Male, Ph.D.

Vice President- Membership: Daniel P. Fanning, PE, AVS

Vice President-Conferences: Renee L. Hoekstra, CVS

Vice President-Communications: John E. Sloggy, CVS

Immediate Past President: R. Terry Hays, CVS-Life, FSAVE

SUBSCRIPTION

Value World is published electronically and may be downloaded Value World is published electronically and may be downloaded Value World
from the SAVE International website at no charge. To subscribe 
to Value World, simply send a subscription request to info@value-
eng.org.

SAVE International
136 South Keowee Street

Dayton, OH 45402 USA
T (937) 224-7283     F (937) 222-5794

info@value-eng.org     www. value-eng.org


